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The Casino I Resort sector as a subset of the Hospitality industry is coming under increasing pressure in 
competing for the leisure dollar of Australians. This paper profiles a theoretical casino I resort player in the 
Australian market (Paradise Casino I Resort). 
Paradise could be considered typical of the 13 players in the Australian market ie. Publicly listed company, 
which combines all in one gambling, accommodation, food & beverage, entertainment, conventions and events 
into one locally, nationally and globally competitive venue. The paper examines infrastructure commonalities, 
which may exist between Paradise and the otherplayers and identifies problems, and perceptions that could be 
undermining growth potential. The paper uses Soft Systems Methodology to identify systemically viable and 
culturally feasible changes that could be recommended to maximise growth in a globally competitive market. 
INTRODUCTION 
Theoretically Paradise could be an alias for any of the 13 Casino I Resorts operating in Australia. 
Casino I Resorts are regarded as a major subset of the accommodation I hospitality industry because 
although gaming accounts for the bulk of their income, food & beverage, accommodation, renting, 
leasing, hiring and entertainment are critical to their sustained profitability, as the chart below 
demonstrates. (Fig 1) 
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Fig 1 (ACIL Casino Industry Survey, 2001) 
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It was reported that in 2000-01 Australia's 13 casinos not only had 1,095 gaming tables and 11,049 
EGM's (Electronic Gaming Machines but boasted 69 Restaurants, 86 bars and 3,148 international 
standard hotel rooms, confirming the seCtors role as a major subset of hospitality. 
Other supporting evidence in supplied by (Bergsman, 1996) who states that most of the expansions by 
the hotel chains over the last twenty five years has been by acquisition or refurbishment, in fact the 
hotel markets have been so overbuilt that there hasn't been much construction except casinos. But by 
far the most compelling reason is that of the total income received by businesses in the 
accommodation industry in 2000-01 of $8,286m, casino resorts contributed $3,138m which equates to 
38% (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2002). 
However the casino I resort sector is particularly susceptible to the vagaries of global competition and 
since these figures were compiled, a number of events lRve had a severe impact on short and long 
term profitability. The first was September 11, the second a global economic downturn and third 
increasing competition for the leisure dollar. Consequently to stay competitive, companies such as 
Paradise need to develop ways of extracting economies of scale from the fundamentals of its business: 
cost structure, operating efficiency and productivity. 
This can be best achieved by employing a methodology designed to recommend a number of 
systemically viable and culturally feasible changes to the way the company operates. My study 
recommends Soft Systems Methodology (SSM). But why use SSM? 
According to (Ingram, 2000) hospitality operations are complex, and involve much interpersonal 
contact between staff and customers as well as connection with other systems such as human resources 
and fmance. Accordingly, the soft systems approach is particularly appropriate for the study of hotel 
operations, and enables its richness and complexities to be modelled without preconceptions. 
In other words SSM takes a blanlc sheet approach to how systems within an organisation should 
function. It provides a framework, which enables a company such as Paradise to identify the kinds of 
systems that are best suited to its needs and the needs of its customers. A point that is reinforced by 
(Ingram, (2000) quoting (Mullins, 1998), hospitality operations in terms of a socio-technical system 
are composed of five interrelated sub-systems: task, technology, structure, people and management. 
Based on my research SSM is one of the few methodologies that cover all five tasks. But what is 
SSM? 
In the sections that follow I look at the strengths and wealmesses of systems methodology, the 
background of SSM, present Paradise as a case study of a theoretical SSM implementation, discuss the 
outcomes of this implementation and finally turn the research into action by recommending 
improvements to SSM. 
SYSTEMS METHODOLOGY 
Strengths 
A number of authors talk about the importance of adopting a methodology especially in environments 
such as systems development, which are subject to continuous and rapid change. 
According to (Russo and Stolterman, 2000) quoting (Hireschheim et al. 1996, p25) the value of the 
methods and tools, and their conglomerates - methodologies - is 1hat they embody practices and 
cognitive frames that can be taught, shared, and refmed over continued trials. (Maguire, 2000) quotes 
(Welke and Konsynski, 1982) as stating that organisations should become more conscious in their 
choice of methodology to cope with the changes brought about by the ever-broadening sense of the 
user system and the advances in technology. 
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(Ravichandran and Rai, 2000) quote research by (Bostrom and Heinen, 1977a) as stressing that 
development processes should incorporate methods to ensure both the technical validity and the 
organisational validity of developed systems. (Russo and Stolterman, 2000) state that everyone who 
designs and develops new methodology must believe that they. have the skill to identifY and make 
explicit "good practice". 
Weaknesses 
Alternatively, according to (Russo and Stolterman, 2000) quoting (Baskerville et al. 1992) the entire 
concept of methodological development is obsolete in today' s organisation. Or this from the same 
authors, in a rapidly changing organisational environment, adherence to methodologies limits the 
ability to respond to changes and results in inappropriate or even failed systems. 
To my way of thinking this would depend on the flexibility inherent in the methodology. A fact that is 
reinforced by (Maguire, 2000), that the majority of current information system (IS) development 
methodologies focus on only a subset of organisational IS problems and secondly IS development 
methodologies should take more a business-led perspective. 
One example of the use of methodologies within the Casino I Resort sector is supplied by Jupiter's 
limited. Jupiter's and Conrad Treasury Casino's have large compliments of gaming machines, which 
are in the process of being systematically converted to the Cougar system using a methodology 
designed to minimise disruption to gaming in each property. The company is focussed on improving 
the revenues and margins in game table operations through the introduction of enhanced table game 
variations and business process improvements (Jupiter's Limited, 2002). In this example it would 
appear that Jupiter's is focussing on a subset of organisational IS problems. Perhaps a more holistic 
methodology could ensure that a "business-led" perspective drives the other business process 
improvements mentioned in the paper. The one methodology that does take a business-led perspective 
is SSM 
SSM - BACKGROUND 
SSM is the systems-based problem solving methodology developed by Professor Peter Checkland at 
Lancaster University in the 1960's. He believed that a problem relating to real world manifestations of 
human activity systems is a condition characterised by a sense of mis-match, which eludes precise 
defmition between what is perceived to be actuality and what is perceived might become actuality 
(Checkland, 1981, p 155). This confirms the value that Checkland placed on the transformation of data 
into information "by the attribution of meaning" and his statement that the study of information is "a 
very broad and hybrid field" according to (Bawden, 2001) quoting (Checkland, 1981, p 353). 
Checldands concern was that the uses of information couldn't be easily defmed which was confirmed 
by (Checldand and Holwell, 1998) who selected examples of defmitions from a list of 50 stating that 
many of these cefmitions or explanations involved the relation of information to the related concepts 
of data, "knowledge" and (sometimes) wisdom. 
This theory is supported by (Ravichandran and Rai, 2000) who describe SSM as a methodology that 
emphasises participation as a means to reduce the communication barriers between users and systems 
analysts, enhance social learning, and emphasise the development of a valid rich picture of the work 
setting for which computer systems are being designed. 
A number of authors quote Checldand in supporting their own studies; According to (Kokolalds, et al. 
2000) SSM is a methodology for analysing, improving and learning about human activity systems. 
SSM develops a holistic view of an organisation and the problems that prevent it from maximising its 
full potential (Checkland, 1981). The theme of the SSM is one of incremental and organised learning. 
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This is reflected quite clearly in Checldand's description of the methodology "as a process of inquiry 
into problem situations in human affairs (Ismail, 1999). It is this process of inquiry that is a major 
strength of SSM. 
The rich picture is a key component of SSM's epistomology, the language through which its process 
makes sense. A language that is encapsulated by a set of constitutive rules (Checkland and Scholes, 
1990, p286 (1)- (5) & p288-289). Epistomology is a strategy shared by (Rose, J., Haynes, M. 1999), 
at its core (epistemological premise) is the construction of conceptual models of purposeful human 
activity structured by systems theory quotes (Rose, 1997). 
Other authors share Checldands view regarding the importance of SSM. (Maguire, 2000) quotes 
(Mumford, 1985), as saying that the technical aspects of information systems have been unable to 
taclde the key issues in a complex, changing environment. There is increasing support for qualitative 
research in information systems that is multidiciplinary, focussing on the technology and its social and 
organisational context. Although performance evaluation has become more critical in recent times 
with the increased emphasis on change implementation in the search for continuous improvement, the 
quality of operations performance evaluation is presently restricted by the nature of information 
available on operational characteristics (Warren and Nicholls, 1999). It is based on systems theory, 
which provides a compliment to. conventional, reductionist scientific inquiry with its tendency to 
reduce phenomena into smaller and smaller components in order to study and understand them (Rose 
and Haynes, M 1999). · 
That is exactly what SSM does, it reduces the businesses phenomena depicted in the rich picture into 
smaller and smaller components so that the real problems can be identified. Concepts derive their 
investigative power from being good and plausible expressions of one of the ways in which we tend to 
structure the unassailable complexity of the world in order to derive meaning from it (Rose and 
Haynes, 1999). 
In other words SSM gives an organisation as diverse as Paradise the opportunity to visually interpret 
the entire organisation, as it sees itself now. Then set about identifYing and prioritising the changes 
that are most important to ensuring its long-term profitability and viability. With the recent advances 
in computer and communications technology, organisations are fmding themselves lagging behind the 
technology, and are looking for ways to linlc business tasks, both internally and externally via 
networks (Keary, M. 1999). 
We have already established that the focus of my research, the casino I resort sector, is very diverse 
operationally, consequently it requires a methodology that doesn't just focus on a subset of 
organisational IS problems and adopts a business-led perspective. That methodology is SSM. SSM is 
evaluatory in nature each step represents a potentially realisable system; which could be implemented; 
comparison of the models with each other and the real world, and the derivation of systemically 
desirable and culturally feasible improvements involve the explicit assignment of value (Rose and 
Haynes, 1999). 
But not only does SSM consider the operational aspects of an organisation it also looks at the human 
contribution of its people and its management. This includes ethical and societal considerations. There 
are only a few methodological approaches notably ETHICS from Mumford (1983); SSM from 
Checkland (1981) and Avison from Wood-Harper (1990) that attempt to include consideration of 
ethical and societal issues (Rogerson, et al. 2000). SSM is an ideal construct for consideration of the 
holistic operational, ethical and societal issues that confront organisations such as the theoretical 
Paradise Casino I Resort. 
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CASE STUDY- PARADISE CASINO I RESORT 
If we consider Paradise to be typical of the sector then by theorising the political (societal) and cultural 
(ethical) influences that the organisation manifests, we can develop a reasonably rich picture. 
Political 
The definition of politic includes descriptions such as scheming or crafty. One of the major problems 
encountered in analysing Paradise was how jealously each area of the business guards its "patch". In 
other words there is mistrust within Paradise as to the ulterior motives that may be behind a request for 
information. 
To a certain extent this is justified due to highly regulatory framework under which casinos are 
required to operate, which is both a protective measure for the public at large and a hindrance when 
conducting an in-depth examination of how an organisation operates. But suffice to say any mention 
of the word restructure or reorganisation sends middle managers ducking for cover. The very nature of 
the politics within an organisation such as Paradise is driven by schemes that are judicious and 
expedient especially for those that have a vested interest in failure or success. &If-interest and self-
promotion drive politics consequently given the Paradise organisational structure, it is not difficult to 
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Figure 1: Hypothetical Paradise organisational chart 
Also to date restrictive industry awards have played a large part in stifling opportunities to integrate 
systems. These awards have segregated the workforce and undermined goals and objectives. Add to 
this the ongoing constant battle for recognition and resources, and you have the reason why, in this 
organisation, a political climate of intemalisation has thrived. Of course the other major political 
problem has been the search for power and recognition inherent in organisational structures such as 
Paradise, as shown in Figure 1 (above). 
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Cultural 
From a cultural point of view, the lack of motivation to exploit the potential of e-commerce is driven 
by fear. Fear of change, of being made redundant, of being responsible and accountable, of being 
made the scapegoat; hence the difficulty in both obtaining reliable information and the support to 
implement sustainable change. 
In terms of culture there has also been the legacy of Paradise considering itself to be a number of self 
contained business entities, Olsino and Hotel I Resort, Convention Centre and Entertainment venue. 
Each has different customer's goals and objectives. Consequently there is a valid explanation for the 
lack of an integrated approach to improving customer relationships which goes a long way to 
explaining the lack of competitive edge in maximising the Paradise share of the leisure dollar. 
Politics and Culture can be both the driving forces and the inhibitors to growth of most large 
organisations but are most pervasive where there is a conflict between established profit centres such 
as accommodation, food, beverage, gaming and entertainment. Holistic organisational systems 
deficiencies such as these can be most effectively addressed by applying Soft Systems Methodology to 
the problem. 
SSM ·APPLIED 
What are the steps in Soft Systems Methodology? 
1. IdentifY the facts 
2. IdentifY the perceptions 
3. Visually interpret those elements through the use of a rich picture 
4. IdentifY primary tasks and issues of concern 
5. Use the rich picture to develop a root defmition 
6. Use the Root Definition to develop a Conceptual Model 
7. Compare the Rich Picture to the Conceptual model 
8. IdentifY systemically viable and culturally feasible changes 
9. Recommend priority actions 
The Facts 




Conventions and Incentives 
Food & Beverage 
Entertainment and Events 
An example of this volatility has been the substantial drop in visitor numbers as a result of September 
11, 2001. It is because of the impact of unforseen events and the vagaries of global competition that 
the organisation needs to focus on reducing the costs of doing business. The other critical problem for 
the Casino I Resort Industry is that to maintain a competitive edge it has to constantly reinvent itself as 
a new and different experience for customers every time they visit. 
Consequently all Casino Resort complexes are constantly devoting scares resources to new capital 
works. The following are examples of capital works programs that are continuously being undertaken 
in Casinos all around Australia. 
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111 Extensions to existing facilities 
111 Increased capacity initiatives eg. Nightclubs I Bars etc 
111 New food and beverage facilities 
• New indoor I outdoor balconies to support 100% smoke free gaming directives 
• Convention Room Extensions 
• Hotel room refurbishment's 
• Development of the land 
11 Exploitation of other underdeveloped business assets 
This draw down on capital has caused a tightening of the purse strings in terms of budgetary 
commitments for E-business initiatives. Consequently most if not all Casino Resorts have only 
succeeded in scoping stand-alone systems that struggle to add minimum incremental value to the 
bottom line. 
Paperless Office 
Front of House - CRM & call centre 
Centralised Contract Management 
Loyalty card projects 
E-procurement 
Online gaming & sports betting - Regulatory Hurdles 
Data Mining 
Soft System Methodology gives us the opportunity to review these initiatives and identifY their real 
priority from a holistic point of view. 
The perceptions 
These perceptions are based on the hypothetical feedback of the employees of an organisation such as 
Paradise and do not reflect the perceptions of any individual or group, division or entity (Disclaimer). 
It is imperative for the success of adopting a soft systems methodology that these perceptions are 
considered to be the honest feedback of a broad cross section of employees within the company. As 
Soft Systems is considered to be a holistic methodology, these perceptions are in no particular order 
nor are they listed in te1TI1S of priority. However they should be considered to be reasonable given the 
politics, culture and structure of an organisation such as Paradise. 
Perceptions 
11 Slow to recognise the potential of E-business 
• Sceptical approach to new ideas and innovations 
11 Yet to exploit untapped revenue streams eg. outsourcing expertise 
• Need to consider outsourcing some of the less critical business functions 
• Executives need to be more accountable 
• Too many perks and obvious operational inefficiencies 
• Control is vested in employee awards 
• Concentrates too heavily on sponsorships 
111 Lack of differentiation between Paradise and competitors 
• Inadequate incentives to entice international players 
• Little emphasis on capturing a bigger share of the "leisure" dollar 
111 Focussed on gaming rather than "entertainment" 
• Lack of customer focus eg. Relationship & Retention Strategies 
11 Lack of communication between operating entities 
11 Need to more accurately identifY who Paradise customers are 
11 Need to prioritise customers in terms of contribution eg. High I Low spend 





























Flawed or skewed data does not reflect the needs of customers 
Lack of a company wide focus 
Need to identify areas within divisions where e-commerce can help 
J'fo communicated strategic plan 
Slow to embrace change 
Too many paper based internal systems 
Information solutions implementation; costly, haphazard and ineffective 
Distinct cultural subsets between divisions 
Lack of integration between operational divisions 
Restrictive regulatory regime 
Website needs to be integrated, dynamic, intuitive, interactive and entertaining 
Opportunities for growth Locally, Nationally and Globally are ignored 
Senior management and the Paradise Board drive the development process 
No specific E-business strategy 
A reluctance to invest in R&D of new products and services 
Paradise is the same experience every time you go there 
Lacks the dynamics of other major players in the Australian market 
Processes: Uneconomical, technologically unaccommodating, labour intensive 
Lack of ownership I ownership vested in divisional heads 
Poor, paper based internal communication processes 
Poor dynamics in marketing and promotion of products & services 
No emphasis on diversification 
More emphasis placed on gaming than any other part of the business 
Failing to leveraging off existing infrastructure and competencies 
Need to have more focus on acquisitions and expansion 
Customer relationship initiatives are not integrated or effective 
Failure to exploit the Internet as a means of enhancing customer relationships 
Exploit data mining as a means of profiling customers 
Tasks & Issues of Concern 
Paradise (Created to perform) 
"' Address the gambling, accommodation, convention and entertainment needs of the Local, 
National & International market. 
11 Make a profit for shareholders 
11 Develop long-term customer relationships 
• Provide employment for Australians 
Paradise (Must do to survive) 
"' Internal communications need to be more effective 
11 Be more competitive: Locally, Nationally and Globally 
11 Improve customer relationships 
11 Increase return on investment 
11 Reduce costs 
11 Develop effective internal & external communications 
11 Maintain quality image 
11 Increase % return on international junket players 
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Figure: Rich Picture 
111 Integrate operations 
110 Develop accurate sustainable "company" customer database 
11 Share goals and objectives 
11 Exploit high barriers to entry 
111 Maximise return on 24/7 operating environment 
111 Work to reduce government taxation 
110 Develop a fully integrated entertainment complex 
111 Contribute to the moratorium on online gambling 
111 Withstand competition from competing leisure activities 
Issues of Concern 
11 Possible hostile takeover of company 
11 Increased operational involvement of major shareholders 
11 Poor communications between divisions 
11 Lack of cross promotion of customer relationships 
" Shared concerns regarding internal reporting lines 
" Lack of multi-skilling, internally 
11 Poor antiquated paper based or legacy systems 
11 Increase competition from other leisure activities 
111 Reluctance to invest in research & development 
111 Lack of ownership of the decision making process 
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"' Lack of customisation to enhance customer relationships 
"' Aggressive adoption of E-business and E-commerce by competitors 
"' Globalisation: Paradise is a player in a "global" market. 
i 
Paradise Root Definition: 
Paradise is a publicly listed company which combines all in one gambling, accommodation, food & 
beverage, entertainment, conventions and events into one locally, nationally and globally competitive 
venue whose profits are derived from the development of long term customer relationships that unlock 
the return on investment value. Where the focus is on identifYing, developing and integrating systems 
to obtain increased operational efficiencies from the contribution of management, staff, suppliers and 
alliance partners. 
Worldview of Paradise using CATWOE 
Customers: 
Actors: 
Gamblers, Tourist, Convention Attendees, and General Public 
Management & Employees 
Transformation: Integrated complex providing gambling, accommodation, food and beverage and 
entertainment to meet market demands 
Worldview: Global Commercial Enterprise 
Owners: Shareholders 
Environment: The Local, National and International gambling, tourism and resort market 
CATWOE is the pairing of transformation with the worldview, which malces it meaningful. fur any 
human activity system there will always be a number of different transformations by means of which it 
can be expressed, these deriving from different interpretations or worldviews of its purpose (Benyon-
Davies, 1998). 
Comparison of Conceptual Model with Rich Picture 
"' No obvious integration between divisions 
11 No joint customer satisfaction initiatives 
11 No apparent policies to ensure effective inter-divisional relationships 
111 No evidence of recognition of critical role of each and every customer 
111 No coordinated "whole of business" marketing initiatives 
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Figure: Conceptual Model 
Identification of Systemic viable I culturally feasible changes 
'" A system to integrate the gambling, accommodation, convention, entertainment and event 
needs of potential customers 
'" A system for combining and obtaining operational efficiencies in Casino I Resort activities 
'" A system to identifY and develop new product ideas that leverage off the value add in all 
operational areas 
'" A system to reduce operating costs in all areas of the business 
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'" A system to improve customer satisfaction levels and retention levels in all areas of the 
business 
'" A system to better exploit the potential of the junket player market 
'" A system to increase competitive advantage, locally, nationally and globally 
'" A system to align operational divisions to share common goals and objectives 
'" A system to increase the value of supplier I alliance partner relationships 
'" A system to positively promote Paradise locally, nationally and globally 
'" A system to address deficiencies in front office and back office processes 
• A system that rationalises industry awards under one bargaining agreement 
Priority Actions 
The primary aim and objective of using Soft Systems Methodology is to facilitate a free exchange of 
information and the formulation of shared goals and objectives. The beauty of SSM is that to qualify 
as acceptable, the changes have to be not only feasible and viable, but most importantly any decision 
to implement the changes has to be "owned" by the entire organisation. 
DISCUSSION 
My case study has identified, as outcomes at step 8, a number of systemically viable and culturally 
achievable changes that could be applied to Paradise. My research however goes further by posing the 
question; could SSM be applied equally to any of the 13 casino I resorts in Australia? The outcomes 
would no doubt vary. But as has been demonstrated the value of this methodology is in its informality. 
According to (Checkland and Scholes, 1990 p.4) surely any formal account might either be inhibiting 
if used prescriptively, cutting off exciting lines of thought, or inadequate if used descriptively, given 
the glorious richness which human beings can bring to any task? 
This paper demonstrates the richness of SSM as a qualitative solution for the casino I resorts sector, as 
a vital subset of the hospitality industry and reinforces the statements of noted authors. SSM can be a 
powerful tool to review business activities in the hospitality industry, which is often complex and 
people orientated. SSM can be a useful tool in conceptualising and modelling hotel operations in a 
holistic way and emphasising the richness of its socio-technical systems. Much current research in the 
field of hospitality is utilising qualitative methods because of the growing realisation that positivist 
methodologies are unable to capture the subtleties of the phenomena at work (Ingram, 2000). 
My research confirms the relevance of SSM as a qualitative method. By examining practice from a 
disinterested perspective, researchers can give new interpretations of practice, make assumptions 
visible, and criticise bad "habits" and traditions when technology, organisations and society are 
changing (Russo and Stolterman, 2000). 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
One of the new interpretations that I would recommend is that as a means of improving productivity, 
stakeholders need to apply the (Benyon-Davies, 1998) CATWOE and develop a root definition 
expressing their "worldview "of the organisation prior to commencing the implementation of SSM. 
Then compare the before and "during" root definitions before developing the conceptual model. 
CATWOE is an ideal mnemonic to use as a checldist to ensure that all the components of the root 
defmition are covered (Ingram, H. 2000) quoting (Patching, 1990). This checklist becomes even more 
valuable if the differences in perceptions and reality between the two root defmitions can be brought to 
the attention of stakeholders during the implementation of SSM. 
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SSM as this paper demonstrates is a methodology that could be extremely valuable in improving 
productivity not just in the casino I resort sector, but the entire hospitality industry. Improved 
productivity stems from two primary sources (1) technology and (2) human performance. Our focus as 
a society for nearly a century has been on technological advances that make productivity less 
dependent on human effort, knowledge and skill. More recently we are recognising that this process 
can only go so far and that more attention must be paid to improving productivity through more 
effective use of human resources (Kast and Rosenzweig, 1985). 
Soft Systems Methodology effectively integrates these two primary sources, technology and human 
performance, into one. 
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Virtual Organisation to Virtual Product: Cultural and 
Structural Challenges Online 
ABSTRACT 
D. W. Maguire 
School of Management Information Systems 
Edith Cowan University, Western Australia 
This paper looks at the online newspaper industry and the organisational changes that have been necessitated by 
economic downturn and structural evolution. It explains how online newspapers were created as virtual 
organisations (VO) by publishers to protect profitable franchises and in the early stages of the technology boom 
were replicas of their traditional newspaper co·unterparts. It describes two VO structures that have applied 
during the online newspaper life cycle and de-structuring that has taken place as a result of economic pressures. 
This has resulted in convergence of publishing cultures with online and traditional disciplines working in a 
multi-skilling environment on two different products with similar content delivered through physical and 
electronic means. A model of the new working entity is provided. The paper concludes by raising cultural 
organisational issues relevant to a clash ofjournalistic disciplines. 
Keywords: virtual organisation, traditional newspapers, online publishing, media convergence, journalistic 
culture 
INTRODUCTION 
New information technology developed in the 1990s has provided in the Internet a faster, more 
efficient, more economic means of delivering content such as news, information, feature stories and 
photos than newspapers. In response to the challenge, publishers developed online entities to extend 
the reach of brands and maintain their pre-eminence as information providers. More importantly, they 
had to protect valuable information franchises that had been built up through many generations. 
These newspaper websites, now numbering close to 7000, were established as separate organisations, 
usually within newspaper offices, and were, initially, virtual newspapers, or electronic -mode copies, 
available to personal computer users through the worldwide web. They provided a "foot-in-the-door" 
as publishers, like other business sectors, set about trying to understand the phenomenon of the 
Internet. 
These products were susceptible to the same revenue shortfall problems that led to the collapse of 
most Internet-based industries at the tum of the century however they have survived under the 
patronage of publishers who see them as an added-value extension of the traditional side of the 
business. 
This paper discusses the organisational models through which the virtual newspaper has passed in its 
short life and looks at workplace challenges being experienced as it is produced in a "one-newsroom, 
two modes" culture. 
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BACKGROUND TO RESEARCH AREA 
Some key thoughts relevant to the concept of the virtual organisation need to preface this paper which 
looks broadly at the evolving state of the online newspaper as it builds a significant niche in 
publishing. Online information is a permanent legacy of the technological revolution that has 
facilitated the arrival of the Information Age. Newspapers since the mid-1600s have been considered 
the principal delivery vehicle for published news and information through to the wireless and 
television age. The arrival of the Internet has opened up wider delivery mechanisms for the content 
which newspapers traditionally carried and created an opportunity for electronically enhanced 
products to do the same job online. The evolution of these products is continuing in the context of the 
following points: 
111 Technology changes, economic laws do not. Information technology is rushing forward, 
seemingly chaotically and it is difficult to discern patterns to guide business decisions. 
(Shapiro and Varian, 1998) 
'" The virtual organisation is a dynamic organisational tool for agile competitors ... who are 
seeking a strategic concept to use in an environment of change and uncertainty ( Goldman et 
al, 1995) 
The virtual newspaper is being buffeted by elements of the concepts mentioned above and is subject to 
a series of chaos chains that are both internal and external and driven by conflicting pressures to 
develop a separate culture and deal with the imperative of convergence. 
PROTECTING THE FRANCHISE 
Newspapers are collaborating with technology to put the daily news online as the electronically 
enabled economy facilitates better access to information and its delivery. Just as their predecessors 
funded start-up radio and television stations in previous generations, publishers have bought into 
Internet companies and formed Web businesses to protect their newspaper franchises. They publish 
online versions under familiar brand names to deliver news and information but while succeeding in 
attracting increasing numbers of users have not· generated fmancial returns to justify the investment. 
The traditional printed versions are holding their strength in circulation and advertising and therefore 
safely delivering the returns the business model has guaranteed for decades. 
If the Internet was to decimate any other medium, the newspaper was a prime candidate. Its physical 
format had changed only cosmetically since the invention of the printing press and the technology to 
this day is bound to reels of paper and electronically driven iron presses. The design is limited to the 
basic presentation of news and information in rows of type interspersed by pictures sitting on a base of 
advertisements. The pictures and graphics are static and there is no sound. 
The Internet as a delivery system is all the newspaper can't be. It remains fundamentally text-based but 
can splash around colour and smart graphics to create visual lures. Whereas the paper needs to go to 
press late at night to be physically delivered in time for morning reading, the online version's content 
can be changed at source at will for access by users at will. Where earlier developments in a 
newspaper story have to be sourced back through previous days' library-stored hard copies, an online 
service can supply an instantly accessible electronic archive. The newspaper is purely mono-media, 
unable 1o carry sound-bites or video grabs or facilitate chat lines with reporters or story subjects. Its 
power is that it can encourage online use through in-product pointers. Whereas businesses can't count 
how many newspaper readers dwell on their on-page advertisement, they can measure online 
advertising response by the number of "hits" recorded. The proof of advertising effectiveness in either 
medium is how much product is sold. 
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The newspaper, however, as it did through the advent of silent pictures then talkies, radio and TV, has 
survived the initial phase of the information economy revolution and is in splendid condition. As its 
online versions gain appeal and generate increased usage, the two different entities are complementing 
each other and the separate cyber and non-cyber models are coming closer to convergence. Also, news 
flourishes on the Internet. 
Pew Research Centre (2000) reported that 15 per cent of Americans log on to the Internet for news 
every day, compared with 6 per cent two years before; and a third of Americans read news online once 
a week compared with 20 per cent in 1998 (Anonymous, 2000). The news on the Internet has to be 
compiled, written and packaged by journalists who, given the youthful age of the online media 
concept, may have all had their training in traditional news-gathering environments. 
THE ONLINE NEWSPAPER MODEL 
The concept of the virtual organisation and the mechanisms used to form it are not in themselves new 
(Goldman, Nagel and Priess, 1995). The unique delivery opportunities offered by the Internet, 
however, have compelled newspaper and other media owners to enter the e-commerce environment by 
forming virtual publishing organisations to issue virtual products. They have done so without a viable 
financial model (Maguire, 2001) and in an uncertain environment which is showing that Internet 
brands have been difficult to build, perhaps because the lack of physical presence and direct client 
contact makes virtual businesses less tangible to customers than traditional businesses (Porter, 2001) 
Every major newspaper has some form of online product with many of the larger papers committing 
the entire product to being Web accessible. Regional, community and weekly newspapers are 
available online as well as most other print-original publications. It is not the first time newspapers 
have tried forms of electronic delivery. There have been attempts at Videotex (delivered over phone 
lines to home TV sets) and companies like CompuServe began offering electronic editions of national 
newspapers on an experimental basis in the eighties (Bittner, 1996). 
There is demand for online newspaper sites and in Australia they are well established, experiencing 
strong growth with smh.com.au showing 200% growth in traffic and no indication that its popularity is 
cannibalising newspaper sales (Ryan, 2001). 
The online product has evolved as a virtual newspaper in that it replicates to a large degree the content 
of the physical product but in an electronic environment. The network behind production of this virtual 
product meets the accepted criteria of a virtual organisation in that it consists of "member" 
organisations, in this case the contributing departnients . of the newspaper publishing organisation, 
which contribute to its content. · 
Lethbridge's (2001) l-based taxonomy of virtual organisations defmes six basic, elemental structures 
for a VO, two of which are used in this paper to describe the development of online newspapers. They 
are: 
111 the Virtual Face model- a cyberspace incarnation of a non-virtual organisation, and 
111 the Parallel Alliance - where one member organisation adds value to the work that is being 
done concurrently by another virtual organisation member. 
The Virtual Face model is the simplest VO structure, representing basic B2C (business-to-customer) e-
commerce or e-business. In the newspaper context it offers an electronic shop front, i.e. the newspaper 
on the net, to its customers, reflecting all in the physical format of the hard copy version. 
Bum (2001) says that rather than simply mirroring the organisation's activity, this model extends it by 
facilitating interactive communication with its web-based versions. In the case of publishers this 
involves constant news updates and archival searches. There is a tight linl<: between the Virtual Face 
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and the parent organisation and the existing corporate structure maintains control over what is a new 
communications/delivery channel for the publisher. 
The development of the Virtual Face online newspaper is getting better "press" as more "old school" 
(i.e. traditional newspaper) journalists working in the new medium understand it better. The basic 
differences between the two were highlighted by McAdams (1995) who spent 16 months in the mid-
1990s creating an online version of The Washington Post where a fundamental principle of the 
mission was that the newspaper metaphor provided a superior structural model that was easy to use. 
Despite a commitment to this metaphor, McAdams concluded: 
" an online service can never perfectly replicate the newspaper 
" some things will always be better in the print format 
" the electronic medium allows many options that are not possible on paper, and 
"' the demands on online staff are different from those on traditional journalists. 
She found that, in many ways, the online product was not a newspaper at all but at the same time it 
contained the same articles as the paper. The differences were that a newspaper carried information in 
one direction but an online service operated in two with its users expecting involvement and response 
-from the p:oducers. Online allowed articles to stay available for years, it could carry large collections 
of data the print product couldn't afford (newsprint cost) and could be updated around the clock. 
Riley et al (1998) view online communication as an opportunity to build community in virtual space 
and note that newspapers have been interested in the notion of building virtual communities as they 
move their operations online. This concept goes closer to a role the online newspaper may take in 
furthering public or civic journalism to cause interaction with readers on local topics than to being 
critical to the genesis of its future organisational structure. 
The initial intent for most online off-shoots of newspapers and television appears for them to have 
been real Virtual Face entities that were launched, first, to protect the newspaper's existing franchise 
and, second, to establish a presence should the dot.com revolution amount to something. There was 
recognition that they would appeal to a technology-enabled audience who might consume news 
differently and a separate staff was hired to produce, package and enhance content for the online form. 
As the economy worsened in the late 1990s and recession started to reduce business and consumer 
spending, the labour required to sustain Virtual Face news teams, camera crews, production staff and 
executives could not be justified. 
Print, TV and Web news companies started wholesale cutting of jobs at online news divisions in 
January 2001 (Wenner, 2001) because of the slump and rredia companies had yet to fmd a way to 
make money delivering news online. Cable News Network (CNN) was the first to signal a change of 
approach to its cyberspace incarnation, announcing consolidation of its multiple news-gathering 
operations so journalists could produce stories for radio, TV and the Internet. Fox Entertainment 
Group, Knight-Ridder and Tribune Co followed with a similar discipline-integrated approach that has 
reticulated through the industry. 
This resulted in integration of responsibility :Dr the Virtual Face entity back into the conventional, 
non-virtual organisation. The cultural aspects of this will be covered later. The result has been 
disappearance ofthe Virtual Face organisation but survival of a Virtual Product, in this case an on-line 
newspaper, taking with it some of the organizational characteristics of cultural virtualness. Ultimately 
this could lead to a reverse takeover or back-door listing of the Virtual Face culture in the traditional 
environment, a concept that needs further study. 
A direction has been set, therefore, to progress to an economically pragmatic new stage in the 
development of news online, combining technologies and resources so that Web content can be 
generated simultaneously with print or TV stories. The possibility rises that with the right technology 
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and training, reporters and producers who are familiar with both media could produce packages for 
Web and TV within the same software interface (Palser, 2001) 
· This, therefore, has lead the publisher to the Parallel Alliance. virtual organisation structure. In this 
model, one value-adding organisation works closely with another and the two are responsible for tasks 
that are mutually dependent. The online entity and the traditional newspaper are independent in terms 
of, for instance, design "look", delivery mechanisms and publishing times, things that are 
fundamentally uncommon according to their physiology. They cannot be integrated but they must be 
linked because they share the same staff, carry the same stories and pctures, operate under slight 
variations of the same name and promote access to each other's attributes such as archive retrieval, 
home delivery, stocks and shares listings and tipping competitions. The most important link is that the 
online entity draws a difficult to quantify percentage of its users from the host product, i.e. the 
traditional newspaper. 
Criteria of the Parallel Alliance model that are relevant to the newspaper/online entity include: 
" smooth exchange of operational and co-ordination information so there is phased 
synchronisation when stories need updating 
" customer/reader contact is by both (or all) members of the VO so that information relevant to 
each entity is acted upon 
" the concept of a core organisation is understood to be paramount as the heart of the 
information gathering process 
111 the concept of competitive, separate delivery systems is understood to be internally healthy for 
the organisation. 
Merging Virtual Face back into the traditional entity as a Parallel Alliance may be re-uniting the tail 
with the dog but the digital divide needs to be narrowed if an economy-driven convergence is to be 
successful. A valid question, though, is whether convergence is right for either new or old media. 
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No, believe Rayport and Sviokla (1995), who call the new information world the marketspace to 
distinguish it from the physical world of the marketplace and believe in mirroring capabilities and 
creating value in both domains but say different processes are needed for each. Boyd and Skene 
(1999) sound warnings about convergence of cyberspace and conventional media: web ventures will 
not last long trolling for content from whatever the newspaper organisation has or makes available and 
neither will succeed if they inhabit parallel universes. Rather than having editors managing IT-
intensive projects and cajoling erratic co-operation from traditional departments, they believe 
organisatio.Q.s will need cohesive teams of people whose full understanding of the technology allows 
creativity in applying these tools to deliver distinctive information services. They were writing, 
however, prior to the application of economic imperatives in the media industry. 
Their statements, however, support the fmdings of McAdams whose pioneering experience 
documented the differences and have been further confirmed as user experience banks up. Lapham 
(1995) noted that astute editors and publishers recognised the threat digital delivery posed to the 
"fourth estate" and created electronic publications to reach today's wired audiences. Many opted 
simply to put the content of the "paper" product online - fearing if they didn't someone else would do 
so and siphon away their revenues - only to discover that the online world has its own, often 
mysterious ethos. 
The case against convergence - and the trend - is further supported by Stephen Isaacs, co-chairman of 
the Centre for New Media at Columbia University in New York. He told Ziegler (1995) that rather 
than offer a new genre of multi-media presentations with video and sound and snazzy, full-motion 
colour graphics, most online newspapers used a deadly dull formula of scrolling text with few photos 
or images. This may be the pointer as to why online services aren't being stampeded by potential 
subscribers but the content and look of the product is in the hands of veteran newspaper people who 
have to make a big transition. Under convergence, they are being asked to handle content for both 
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online and offline products, dealing with dual content cultures which adds substance to warnings made 
earlier in this paper. 
A different approach has been taken in one American city where The Boston Globe has rethought old 
notions of proprietary products. Instead of just taking the newspaper online, it opened a gateway 
boston.com to the region with all major television stations and museums in the city joining as content 
partners, creating in the process a new media genre (Fulton, 1996) 
CULTURAL CLASHES AND CHALLENGES 
Defining culture with Schein (1990) as shared values and beliefs, Burn together with Tushman and 
O'Reilly (1996) suggests that organisational cultures which are accepting of technology, highly 
decentralised and change oriented are more likely to embrace virtuality and actively seek these 
opportunities both inside and outside the organisation. 
Making the transition to online has not been smooth and getting to modestly successful brealmway 
levels of separation has been significant but having to contract and de-structure from Virtual Face 
back to Virtual Product run in a Parallel Alliance will impede progress in an environment that should 
be oozing virtuality vitality. 
Despite early concerns about quality, the Internet has become a trusted medium for delivery of news 
and mainstream print and television organisations have made it an important part of their distribution 
systems. Whether a journalist works for traditional or online media or in a hybrid of both cultures, the 
profession has coped with the rapid emergence of the new medium. Kansas (200 1) said the Internet 
behaved as an open market and readers quickly discovered that it provided ample space for quality. 
A number of studies have been done on the transition between the traditional and online cultures on 
various aspects of publishing. 
McAdams found the journalistic culture was not suited to interactivity, with most reporters interested 
in telling the world what was going on and creating a compelling account of events. A journalist with 
little online experience tended to 1hink: in terms of stories, news value, public service and things that 
are good to read. A person with a lot of online publishing experience thought more about connection, 
organisation, movement within and among sets of information and communication among different 
people online. Most (newspaper) reporters were horrified at the idea that readers would send them e-
mail about a story they wrote and might even expect an answer (Riley et al, 1998) 
The key to understanding the online newspaper organisations that are providing users with up-to-the-
minute reporting is the increasing stress related to instantaneous reporting (Gillmor, 1997). While 
various reporters hail the opportunity to crossover from a newspaper to what is perceived to be the 
more immediate online medium (Napoli 1999; Kansas 2001), there are warning voices about the speed 
at which it supplies information. Kansas notes print journalists involved with Internet distribution must 
learn to fuse their traditional "mulling and debating" strengths with the skill of real-time decision 
making to take advantage of the medium's ability to offer a quick first draft of print journalism. 
Cybermedia students believed the stale brand of news being served by the online genre would prevent 
it becoming a dominant provider of local news and information (Lasica, 2001 ). If consumers can't fmd 
breaking news from their online paper they'll go elsewhere to a television or alternative "channel" for 
their needs. Palser (200 1) says Web editors know that a news story must be repackaged and constantly 
updated in order to be any good online and that immediacy, depth and interactivity should never be 
compromised. 
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WHAT THE FUTURE BRINGS 
The real beauty of the new technology (Lapham, 1995) is its ability to enable newspapers to not only 
enhance their researching and reporting capabilities, but also to deliver a better, more audience-aware 
producf in an immediate and inexpensive way. The Internet has caused democratisation of information 
and provided newspaper businesses with an alternative delivery method for their text-based 
information. As the Information Age progresses and there is more media convergence, online and 
offline services will develop more tailored news packaging with enhanced depth and timeliness to suit 
the needs of their separate customer bases. 
CONCLUSION 
The online virtual product developed by newspapers to extend their reach into Internet-enabled 
markets will survive the pressures of economic constriction however the virtual organisations which 
nurtured and developed hem may not. The Virtual Face model fits the characteristics of a virtual 
organisation such as a newspaper but is shown susceptible to being discarded in times of necessity 
such as economy-driven restructure. As both the online and offline cultures of publishing are merged 
across the spectrum of newspapers, radio and television, the practitioners paid to collect and package 
information for the different streams will be challenged to maximise the potential of either system. 
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This is a conceptual paper establishing the need to research and develop a framework that communicates trust 
to the online consumer through the use of Information displayed on the web site. In considering this relationship 
e-retailers, online consumers, tntst and Information are discussed. The intra relationships are further discussed 
and shown to determine a framework for further research. 
Although a framework of this nature is generic, the wine industry has been chosen as the focus for the 
frameworks development because little research has been conducted for the use of the Internet as a sales 
medium for wine. Subsequently this is an important industry to focus on as it contributes AUS$1.4B to the 
Australian economy annually. Further the Internet as a sales medium for this product also has potential as 4 7% 
of Australian households have Internet access andfitrther of weekly Australian household expenditure A US$4. 40 
is spent per week on wine. This combination of factors highlights the potential of the Internet as a sales medium 
for wine and the importance of developing a framework for fitrther research with a view to developing a model 
that will increase a consumer online purchasing intent. 
Keywords: Online Trust, Purchasing Intent e-retailing 
INTRODUCTION 
The importance of trust in the electronic environment has been well established. Archetype/Sapient 
(1999) argue the concept of trust is crucial to e-cornmerce because if it doesn't exist it impacts 
negatively on online transactions, while in contrast if trust does exist it impacts positively on online 
transactions. Jarvenpaa (2000, p.45) supports this arguing, "the most significant long-term barrier for 
realising the potential of Internet marketing to consumers will be the lack of consumer trust". 
Trust has been established as important to the economic growth of the Internet. This paper ads to this 
through establishing a framework identifYing how trust can be established between e-retailer and 
online consumer through the use of Information being displayed on the web site particularly as the 
physical presence of sales people or the business itself do not exist when engaging the business via the 
Internet. The display of information is therefore identified as a vehicle for establishing trust between e-
retailer and online consumer. 
The motivating factor for exploring the delivery of trust through information is an information 
framework can be developed that is generic in nature so it can be applied to any industry. However for 
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the purposes of this paper the wine industry is the focus. The wine industry has been chosen because 
little research has been conducted into the development of the Internet as a sales medium for the wine 
industry. 
Specifically, from an economic perspective the wine industry is important to consider because it 
contributes AUS$1.5billion to the Australian economy annually (Directory, 2002). Further the 
popularity of retail wine purchases by Australian households (AUS$4.40 of Australian household 
income each week is spent on wine, Trewin, 1999) indicates wine may be an item consumers may 
purchase via the Internet particularly as 47% of Australian households have access to the Internet 
(Trewin, 1999) 
The second motivating factor is the economic potential for Internet purchasing to add to the National 
economy. (Skinner, 2001) estimates 66% of Australian adults use a computer at home in 2000 and 
33% of adult computer users have home Internet access. Skinner (2001) further reports 15% of 
Australian adult Internet users had purchased online in 2000. 
The number of online users purchasing via the Internet increases each year, however so does the 
number of new users accessing the Internet. Therefore there continues to be a gap between the number 
of Internet users who do and don't purchase online, with more users choosing not to purchase online. 
Without the development of framework online purchasing may not reach its potential. 
The development of an information framework which establishes the trust relationship between e-
retailer and online consumer can lead to further research on the 'information' framework to consider 
what components are displayed on a web site and how they are conveyed to the online consumer and 
their subsequent importance to the online consumers purchasing intent. Further, research can then be 




The buyer/seller relationship involves both parties giving and receiving trust. Trust is an intricate area 
that is generally accepted as, 'reliance on and confidence in the truth, worth, reliability, etc. of a 
person or thing' (McLeod, 1988), (Barber, 1983). This description complements trust in the buyer-
seller relationship, specifically between consumers and businesses because when consumers are 
making a purchase they place confidence in, and reliance on the business in question to supply the 
goods/services and to act in good faith. This is challenged in the e-retailer and consumer relationship 
as Jarvenpaa (2000, p.45) states, "the merchant's honesty and the merchants competence to fill 
Internet orders" is a significant barrier to online consumer purchasing. This indicates consumers, when 
malcing a purchasing decision, place confidence in and reliance on the supplier business. 
The lack of trust consumers have in purchasing online as described by Archetype/Sapient (1999) and 
Jarvenpaa (2000) is reflected in slow Australian Internet growth which indicates Internet users have 
issues in making online purchases. For the majority of users to adopt online purchasing, it is clear 
consumers need to feel as though they can trust the electronic environment. 
The preceding discussion supports the need to research how trust can be shown to consumers by e-
retailers. 
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Consumer Concerns 
Generally e-commerce presents a new way for consumers to purchase goods by not having to 
physically be in the same proximity as the seller. Using the WWW and not being in close proximity 
has its conveniences in being able to shop from home and the opportunity to purchase from any 
location. However, the non-physical interaction between online consumer and e-retailer is in contrast 
to the brick and mortar environment. Consumers generally are conditioned for the buyer/seller 
relationship through their interaction with BM outlets. Consumers when entering the WWW 
environment having been conditioned by the BM environment have preconceived ideas of the 
buyer/seller process and are faced with various difficulties through the non-physical interaction of 
WWW purchasing. The difficulties faced by consumers in the electronic environment are well 
developed in the literature. 
These difficulties are commonly identified as not being able to feel the product, the security of 
personal and financial information, which as discussed by Hoffman (1999) i; the main source of 
concern for consumers. Particular concern is raised when disclosing and sending financial and 
personal information over the Internet. These concerns are echoed by Archetype/Sapient (1999), 
Berlin (2000) and Jarvenpaa (2000). Further order fulfilment and legitimacy of the business are well 
discussed as problems (Archetype/Sapient, 1999; Jarvenpaa, 2000; Treasury, 2000);(Wang, 1998). 
Although other difficulties are lmown these are the most common barriers to trust in the e-commerce 
environment. 
Trust between consumers and a BM retailer is established through how consumers see the business 
and what they lmow about the retailer (Barber, 1983), (Doney, 1997). This generally occurs through 
specific events when a consumer approaches a retailer. These events are generally accepted in creating 
the trust required for the consumer in deciding to make the purchase and could be categorised into 
business ambience and product characteristics, as follows: 
11 Business Ambience 
o Physical appearance of the business 
o The businesses location 
o Salespeople 
11 Product Characteristics 
o Being able to feel the product 
o Being able to try the product 
These components are combined in figure one to show some components for e-retailers and consumers 
to consider in building the trust relationship. This is not a definitive list of trust components. When 
these components are considered in the electronic environment they take on a new perspective. 
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Trust and Risk 
Can the product be tried? 
Can the product be felt? 
e-retailers Is the business legitimate? Consumers 
What does the business look like? 
Where is the business located? 
What is the staff like that 
represent the business? etc 
Figure I - Components of Trust 
The wine industry is a good illustration of this because -wineries give consumers the opportunity to 
taste and smell wines before they purchase. This is difficult to replicate in the electronic environment, 
however wine sites like www.mrwines.com use tasting notes (information) to explain the taste to 
consumers. No data is available to determine the success of this strategy. However the success of such 
information may be dependent on the consumers knowledge ie. tasting notes may not mean anything 
to an unknowledgeable wine consumer. Therefore e-retailers need to consider the type of information 
that will be useful for their consumer base. 
BUSINESS PERSPECTIVE 
E-commerce presents a new way for retailers to sell to consumers through not having to physically go 
to the market or be in the same proximity as consumers. This allows e-retailers to reach greater 
markets with nominal capital outlay (Cronin, 1995). Although this is convenient and less expensive for 
e-retailers numerous difficulties for consumers arise as previously discussed (Berlin, 2000). 
For businesses devebping a Web presence the Internet has created a situation where (Cronin, 1995) 
argues that "old formulas for corporate success are no longer viable, and new -solutions seem to be 
having an ever-decreasing shelf life". This supports Schumpter's theory of creative destruction which 
(Lawrence, 1988) describes as the process where "old ways of dealing with customers, suppliers and 
employees have been destroyed and replaced by radical new ways". e-retailers cannot adopt the same 
practices that they would in the lrick and mortar buyer/seller relationship because consumers are 
engaging an electronic store not a brick and mortar one and the way consumers view and interact with 
the e-store is going to be different. E-retailers have to attune to the difficulty consumers' face when 
interacting with the WWW. 
An issue for businesses to consider is that of the salesperson. Doney (1997) argues that trust is 
provided to a business through salespeople. In an electronic environment salespeople essentially don't 
exist, they are replaced by the use of multimedia. This may create consumer uncertainty as regular 
indicators of trust such as salespeople have been removed from the process. A salesperson is able to 
answer most questions posed by consumers lilce what guarantee comes with the product?, what is the 
return of goods policy? etc. on the WWW these questions are generally answered in the form of 
displayed text that the consumer has to fmd and read if it exists at all - a longer process than simply 
asking a salesperson. Therefore site design, specifically information, must consider the role of the 
salesperson in traditional buyer-seller relationships and adapt these to the virtual environment for the 
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web presence to be effective (Lohse, 1997). This means information takes the place of the 
salespeople's spoken word. 
Elaborating on the wine industry examples cited previously, when a consumer purchases from a 
retailer or a vineyard it involves going to the store feeling and seeing the product, in some cases 
tasting it and if making the purchase paying for it and taking it away immediately (Berlin, 2000). In 
the electronic realm seeing the product is possible but feeling it and taking it away immediately 
doesn't occur (unless the product is electronic i.e. music or a book), although payment does occur 
immediately, which intuitively must add some hesitance to the consumers purchasing intent. The 
current literature shows that consumers consider receipt of the goods (part of fulfillment process) as 
part of the trust relationship, although it is not known how important it is to the trust relationship. Not 
being able to provide the consumer with their purchased items straight away is an issue for e-
businesses an issue that traditional businesses haven't had to be concerned with as products can be 
taken away on purchase (Aplin, 1999). Therefore it is not a simple issue for a business to simply 
develop a WWW site to sell products online. 
However these difficulties will have to be overcome because, of the two main outlets selling wine the 
winery (cellar door) and liquor stores, the winery will need to develop a successful WWW presence. It 
is more important for the winery to develop a WWW presence because presently the liquor store, 
particularly . national ones, have a greater customer base. However, the liquor shop has a limited 
amount of shelf space and wants to sell the product that's occupying that space therefore liquor stores 
will be more inclined to stock the best favoured wines the ones that will sell (Gladstones, 2000). As 
wineries become more prevalent competition for shelf space will increase and smaller unknown 
wineries may find it difficult competing with better known brands for shelf space (Gladstones, 2000). 
This is where the WWW may play a role for wineries if the barriers can be overcome. 
To overcome these barriers the following framework has been developed for further research. 
Based on existing literature of Test whether consumers consider 
what consumer concerns are the display of this information as 
'what information should be important to their purchasing 
displayed on a web site'? intent? 
,. 
Develop purchasing intent model 
Framework for Further Research 
SUMMARY 
The electronic environment presents numerous difficulties in establishing trust between online 
consumer and e-retailer, which raises questions regarding how a WWW site can convey trust between 
online consumer and e-retailer. Currently interaction between online consumers and e-retailers is 
through multimedia used to develop the web site. Therefore it is multimedia that is 1he tool used to 
convey trust to online consumers. Essentially it is the display of information through the use of 
multimedia that can be used to convey the messages that indicate trustworthiness to consumers. This 
philosophy is the foundation for a 'information' framework that will assist in developing a model that 
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will establish trust between consumer and e-retailer and develop further models with a view to 
increasing the purchasing intent of online consumers. 
The preceding discussion of difficulties are mes consumers consider in deciding whether they trust an 
outlet and whether this increases their intent to purchase online. The way in which www.mrwines.com 
has used tasting notes to compensate consumers in not being able to taste wines is an illustration of 
components that need to be established for the creation of new formulas for e-retailing to be 
successful. 
Supporting the diverse content of e-commerce models and adding to the need for new formulas Fink 
(1999) highlights a pivotal area for research saying 'in the virtual environment of the Web, trust has 
become even more important because the parties are not in physical proximity'. As previously shown 
not being in physical proximity and coupled with using the electronic environment for purchasing 
creates the perception of risk for the online consumer. 
The online buyer/seller relationship requires research as this mode of buying/selling is a relatively new 
phenomenon with in-depth issues that e-retailers and consumers are struggling to come to terms with. 
This struggle involves trust given to conducting fmancial transactions online, providing personal 
information online, not being able to feel products, taste the product and having to wait for delivery of 
the product after purchase. 
The low number of Internet users engaging Internet purchasing supports these factors affecting the 
uptake of Internet purchasing. Subsequently this leads to the need to develop a model that will 
increase the purchasing intent of consumers online. However in developing a model consumers and e-
retailers perspectives regarding trust need to be understood so the model is representative. Specifically 
further research needs to determine the actual components that are displayed on web site and how they 
are conveyed to the online consumer and their subsequent importance to the online consumers 
purchasing intent. · 
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In recent times, much recognition and acknowledgement has been given to the oldest military treatise in the 
world, Sun Tzu's The Art of War. (Tzu). This manual written in China centuries ago can be said to contain the 
foundations on which all military strategies are based. It is proposed that the achievement of Sun Tzu's The Art 
of War transcends the military context and offers the basis for an insight into the nature of modern business 
practices, especially among those societies that are influenced by the Chinese culture such as Japan, Taiwan 
and Korea. (Tung 1994; De Mente 1996; Yujun 1999) 
Sun Tzu's writing provides a valuable platform for exploring the exact nature of the analogy between business 
and war and in particular Information Warfare. In doing so, it provides a useful framework for interpreting the 
recent economic trend of the rise of Japan and other Asian economies. However, its generalisation to the current 
technological environment is questionable. This review examines two central principles of the book -
intelligence and security- and critiques their relevance in the light of current Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT). 
INTRODUCTION 
Information warfare (IW) involves achieving and maintaining an information advantage over 
competitors or adversaries. (Hutchinson and Warren 2001) As competitive advantages can impact on 
an organisation's success, the quality, accuracy, reliability and timeliness of the information and 
related analysis have become important in the dynamic business environment. The protection of this 
valuable asset has become important for most companies, IS personnel and information security 
consultants. 
Information warfare can be used as an important element of any strategy to influence the market place, 
competitors, customers and suppliers to achieve the business objectives. The intent of IW is usually to 
penetrate the company's information processing systems and to influence key decision making 
processes in ways that are beneficial for an organisation that is organising the IW against another 
organisation. IW attacks may establish new barriers for market entry, limit the accuracy and quality of 
information that is available for decision makers about a market place and specific industries and 
cause other harmful impacts on businesses such as the misuse of corporate fmancial resources and 
assets. In addition, some international organisations may operate together with governmental agencies 
to collect the information and to initiate programs and activities to destroy or steal the information 
assets, destroy decision making processes or other analytical processes resulting in poor or incomplete 
decisions and business activities. (Joyal1996) 
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INFORMATION WARFARE AND ITS IMPACT ON COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISES 
Recently, military metaphors have been used in countless business articles and journals. Phrases like 
"Cola War" (referring to the battle between Pepsi and Coca Cola) "Car Wars", "Sky Wars" are 
commonly accepted descriptions to represent business competition in the marketplace. Business 
approach to competition can be quite militaristic. 
This paper reviews a part the framework of a military strategy (The Art of War) and makes 
comparisons with business strategy to discover both variation and general patterns in areas that have 
significance to security. This paper attempts to explain the way in which the strategies of Sun Tzu can 
be used in IW in the business world 
While the aggressive tactics of IW may seem inappropriate in the business environment, the strategy 
remains unchanged. The strategies espoused by Sun Tzu in military warfare (Tzu) may also have a 
place in current business S:rategy. There is an analogy between military thinking and the world of 
business and in recent years researchers have shown an interest in applying military concepts to 
management and marketing (as in the cola wars). 
The business environment is not unlike the · battlefield. Businesses have collapsed through poor 
planning, resulting in the loss of capital and employment. This is no different from war where poor 
planning can lead to the loss of people, equipment and the battle itself In the case of business 
organisations, the impact of losses can at times be felt throughout many other sectors of the economy 
just as losses in war can tear a nation apart. 
In order to explain the way in which the strategies of Sun Tzu can be used in IW in the business world, 
a strategic planning model is proposed. 
OUTLINE OF THE SUN TZU ART OF WAR MODEL 
The Sun Tzu Art of War model consists of five major components as depicted in Figure 1 below: 
The first step in strategic decision making is that of situational appraisal. This holds true in warfare as 
in business. Inability to understand the business or military environment that one is operating in can 
lead to poor choices of action. Having appraised the situation, the next stage is the formulation of 
strategies appropriate for the situation. The third stage involves the evaluation of strategies where the 
effectiveness of the strategy to be used is evaluated. Once evaluated as feasible, the strategy is 
implemented. During this stage, the tactical and operational aspects for effective implementation 
would be considered. Finally, to ensure success, there must be Controls where feedback mechanisms, 
such as the methods for acquisition of information, must be in place. It is this area of Control that is of 
particular interest to this paper. 
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.. Situation Appraisal 
... 
.. 




... Evaluation of Strategies 
... 
• J Implementation of Strategies 
,.. 
* 
~ Strategtc Controls 
Figure 1 Sun Tzu's Art of War Model 
STRATEGIC CONTROL 
Control is an essential part of strategy. To effect control, one must collect, collate and analyse 
information on the enemy and the environment (Meyer 1987). Sun Tzu addressed this aspect in his 
principle of Intelligence. In addition, there is an equally important need to prevent the leakage of 
information to the enemy. Sun Tzu described this aspect in his principle of Security. On the one hand 
intelligence represents the offensive dimension of strategy whilst on the other hand, security represents 
the defensive dimension to protect information which if stolen by the enemy would render the strategy 
ineffective. (Waltz 1998) 
Figur 
e 2 Diagrammatic representation of strategic control referred to by Sun Tzu. 
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INTELLIGENCE 
"The reason why the enlightened ruler and the wise general are able to conquer the enemy 
whenever they lead the army and can achieve victories that surpass those of others is because of 
foreknowledge. This foreknowledge cannot be elicited from spirits nor from the gods; nor by 
inductive thinking; nor by deductive calculations. It can only be obtained from men who have 
knowledge on the enemy's situation" (Tzu) 
Clearly, Sun Tzu recognised the role of military intelligence for purposes of war. He also indicated the 
use of men who know the enemy's situation which is an indication of espionage as a means of 
obtaining such information. While not ruling out other methods of collecting information, Sun Tzu 
suggests the most effective means is through the use of spies. 
"Thus, there are five types of secret agents that can be used. They are local agents, inside 
agents, double agents, doomed agents and living agents. " (Tzu). 
Local Agents 
In war, the ordinary inhabitants of the country that one intends to conquer are potential local agents. 
Often they can be recruited by enticement of benefits or favours. They have the advantage of not 
arousing suspicion and can gather information easily. However, their access to privileged information 
is limited. They are relied upon to provide basic information such as the state of morale of troops, 
attitudes and behaviour of locals and the general state of affairs of the country. Occasionally, they are 
used to spy on limited activities of other locals that may be of interest. One handy role of local agents 
would be to provide information on the characteristics of their homeland which may be common 
knowledge to the locals but of vital importance to attacking forces unfamiliar with the terrain. 
Local spies play a minor role individually but their aggregate role should not be underestimated. They 
could be used to spread rumours or as a channel of communication with other locals. The Israelis, for 
example, are known to employ local spies extensively in governing their conquered territories in the 
Middle East (Hooglund Winter 1995). Their roles include the provision of information on dissenting 
members and their organisations and helping locals secure employment passes to work in Israel. 
In business the equivalent of the local spy can be viewed at both a macro and micro level. At a macro 
level, when a country wants to export or penetrate a foreign market, it conducts studies on the needs 
and preferences of that market by interviewing and surveying their potential consumers. The Japanese 
and the French are noted for their detailed intensive studies on the markets that they intend to 
penetrate and this information comes from the locals. The Japanese organisations include Japan 
External Trade Organisation (JETRO) while the French have organisations such as the Commission 
for Security and Economic Competitiveness (Joyal1996). 
At a micro level, a company can also survey consumers on competitive products and their strengths 
and wealmesses. Surveys can extend to cover marketing aspects such as pricing, distribution, 
advertising and promotion and strategies. Conducting investigations on users or competitive products 
is almost the equivalent of using local agents. To some extent, market research and survey companies 
are taking part in espionage activities whenever they conduct investigations. 
Inside agents 
One of the important aspects of espionage work is to identify discontented officials of the enemy. 
Such officials may include those who consider themselves worthy but who are deprived of office or 
given low level jobs; those who have made errors and have been punished or demoted; those whose 
loyalty is suspect and those who are always sitting on the fence with no opinions of their own. These 
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officials are frequently sought out discreetly and bribed to work against their own country or 
organisation. They are relied upon to either sow the seeds of discord or report on the state of affairs of 
their organisation. Occasionally, they smuggle secrets relating to the organisation (Shaw and Ruby 
1998). 
It is precisely to curtail and curb such agents that in Australia, we have elaborate laws that regulate 
insider trading on shares. 
It is also interesting to note that an employee who is planning to join a competitor often turns 
unknowingly or deliberately into an inside agent. As a consequence most Human Resource policies do 
not require resigning employees to work out their notice. 
Double Agents 
A double agent is an enemy spy who is recruited by the opposition. Among the three types of agents 
recruited from the competitor's organisation, the double agent is the most valuable. The double agent 
has the confidence of the competitor, has access to competitor secrets and is able to recruit and 
communicate with the other types of agents and can assist in the infiltration of other spies. 
One area in which double agents may occur is the private investigation business. At times, instead of 
working for the client, the commercial private investigator might be bought over by the competitor and 
work for the latter instead. Another group of people who are vulnerable to double spying activities are 
business consultants and market researchers. Often, the privileged information that they have acquired 
access to on one client may be used for the benefit of another despite client confidentiality agreements. 
Doomed Agents 
These are agents who can be expended without serious consequences. Therefore, information that is 
actually false is deliberately leaked out to such agents. These "weak" spies when captured by the 
enemy, volunteer such information in attempt to save their lives or gain favour. Such fabricated 
information becomes bait that will deceive the enemy and cause them to take incorrect courses of 
action. 
In business, doomed agents are those employees who are given fabricated information on the company 
that they leak out to competitors to mislead-them. These are the "big mouth" employees, who after a 
few rounds of drinks at the pub, would volunteer information willingly (Chesterman 2001 ). 
Living Agents 
Living agents are specially selected and trained. They are capable yet appear less so to not arouse 
suspicion. This necessary attribute allows them to be used deep in enemy territory with specific 
missions. They have to gain access into the organisation and power hierarchy of the competitor. Their 
objectives include observing , understanding strengths and weaknesses, pilfering plans and secrets and 
smuggling out relevant information. The reason they are called living agents is because these people 
can come and go and communicate information without arousing suspicion (Shaw and Ruby 1998). 
In business, a living agent is a person who leaves an organisation, goes to work for the competitor for 
a period of time then returns to work with the original organisation. While such people may not be 
deliberately planted into competitor firms, they are nonetheless lured back to their original employer 
by more attractive salaries and perks. 
At a macro level, when a nation actively seeks to find its former citizens to return to their home 
country to work, it is to a large extent, sourcing and using living agents. In the early 1980s Taiwan 
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deliberately pursued an active policy of trying to attract returning nationals to work in its newly 
developed Science Park. Various incentives were offered to lure these overseas Taiwanese to return 
and quite a few American Chinese were lured back and became living agents (D.K.Kahaner 1996). 
Another example is Singapore where their Manpower Department has formed many satellite offices 
worldwide called "Contact Singapore" as a means of wooing Singaporeans who have chosen to study 
or work overseas (HO, 1999). 
Business Intelligence 
Business espionage (the deliberate attempts to steal industrial or trade secrets) must not be confused 
with business intelligence.. In business intelligence, a company actively seeks information from the 
marketplace using "above board" methods to improve its operational efficiency. Owing to the massive 
amount of information being processed in today's competitive business world, many crganisations 
have someone performing the function of Chief Information Officer (CIO). The CIO oversees the 
actual operations of the company's MIS department, links information technology to the company's 
business strategies and ensures that all parts of the organisation can absorb and use IT effectively 
(Cote). There is scope for another type of CIO, a Chief Intelligence Officer, to complement the other. 
Apart from working closely with the Information Officer, the new CIO can perform functions beyond 
those commonly done by marketing research departments. The new CIO can be responsible for 
gathering, analysing and interpreting information pertaining to markets, the environment and 
consumers. He can profile the personalities of key competitors so that detailed analysis can be done on 
their likely actions and reactions. He would need to work closely with the corporate planning 
department. To remain ahead of competition, organisations must excel in business intelligence, 
management of information, technology and marketing. 
On a macro level, the success of the Japanese can be attributed to their market intelligence systems. 
Over the years, Japan has created a massive institutional infrastructure that is geared to collecting 
information on various world markets. For example, the Japanese general trading companies (GTC), 
the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) and the Japan External Trade Organisation 
(JETRO) (Joyal 1996) have each established worldwide networks of intelligence systems. These 
organisations conduct all kinds of market related research and information gathering and compile and 
collate and compose them for use by Japanese companies. 
It is important to acknowledge that business espionage exists and companies must make conscious 
attempts to protect their corporate secrets. While it is important to condemn business espionage, it is 
equally important to be pragmatic. It may be illegal to engage in stealing technology from others but 
you cannot stop others from trying to steal your technology. Mditionally, business espionage like 
military espionage has been used by organisations as an offensive to extend business intelligence 
activities. Defensive strategies are needed to protect information and systems particularly now that 
hacking and computer sabotage has become an increasing problem (Effy 2001 ). 
THE PRINCIPLE OF SECURITY 
While the principle of intelligence represents the offensive arm of strategic controls, the principle of 
security represents the defensive arm. It is important to recognise that in war and in business, while 
one may be conducting espionage against the opposition, they may doing the same to you. It is 
therefore necessary to prevent information from lealcing. Sun Tzu suggested five main ways of 
maintaining secrecy but in today's high-tech world, some of these stratagems may no longer be 
relevant. 
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Withholding Strategic Plans 
One of the key aspects of maintaining secrecy is to ensure that strategic plans are never divulged. In 
the words of Sun Tzu, 
"He (the general) must be capable of keeping his officers and men ignorant of his battle plans. 
He only assigns tasks to his soldiers, but does not explain the purpose, he tells them to gain 
advantages, but does not divulge the dangers" (Tzu). 
The rationale behind not divulging strategic pans to the rank and file is the prevention of leakage. It is 
difficult for the Chief Executive Officer to disclose strategic plans to all members of the organisation. 
Such plans should be confmed to those on a "need-to-know" basis. Strategic plans, like those in war, 
are those that determine the long term success or viability of the business. They can be sabotaged by 
competitors if known. 
The need to maintain secrecy at the strategic level must not be confused with planning at the 
operational level. At the operational level, it is the attention to detail and execution that determines 
winners and losers. For operational planning, it is important to make known the contents to the rank 
and file so that the plan can be carried but effectively. 
Adopting Tight Security Measures 
Confming strategic plans to a "need-to-know" basis is not sufficient. Sun Tzu advocated the need to 
adopt tight security measures. Many armies use a very broad spectrum of means to help them do 
surveillance ranging from dolphins to sophisticated electronic systems. In addition, they have 
developed very sophisticated ways of encoding and sending messages so as to prevent the enemy from 
intercepting and interpreting them. 
Unfortunately business organisations are not as adept as the military in security measures. When 
attempts are made to tighten security, they are often resisted or never taken seriously (Efzy 2001). 
In general, companies tend to push the responsibility of protection to the macro level of the 
government. This is evidenced by he enactment of various privacy and copyright laws to protect 
intellectual property and the institutionalisation of various bodies for registering patents, trademarks 
and inventions. Companies and countries also rely on loosely structured international organisations 
(such as the World Trade Organisation) to do the policing. Such measures are laudable but reactive in 
nature - they are designed to catch the culprit who violates the rule. Too often the damage has already 
been done. 
The preferable method to taclde the problem would have to be at source. This requires measures at the 
organisation level and the onus of preventing leakage of information lies with the CEO. They cannot 
be delegated to third parties. 
Punitive Deterrents 
Punitive deterrents are necessary in addition to preventative measures. Whilst the state has harsh 
penalties for treason, companies should have harsh penalties against employees who leal<: information. 
Outright dismissal is insufficient and legal action should be pursued. Unfortunately, many 
organisations choose not to do so because of the publicity and image that such actions cause (Shaw 
and Ruby 1998). However, punitive deterrents should complement tight security measures. The former 
is aimed at mal<:ing offenders realise the dire consequences of being caught while the latter is designed 
to discourage the thought of attempting to do so. 
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Creation of Unpredictability and Use of Deception 
The last two methods of maintaining secrecy espoused by Sun Tzu are less applicable as effective 
methods of maintaining security in the current technology. The frequent changing of passwords might 
be some measure of unpredictability but it is not the most effective method of limiting access to 
systems on its own (De Nobrega 2001). To prevent harmful impacts from hostile IW attacks other 
systems need to be implemented. These systems include various strategic and risk management 
systems such as the Information Security Systems (ISS), Business Intelligence Systems (BIS), Quality 
and Environmental Management Systems (Q&EMS), specific Internal and External Communication 
Systems, Legal Management Systems and many others. The scope of some systems can be broader 
than others and they may be integral elements of other strategic management systems. For example, 
some elements of ISS such as tape backups and the information classification can be part of the 
Quality Management System to prevent the accidental or intended unauthorised deletion, destruction 
or modification of data. In addition, encryption, cryptography and other protection applications can be 
used to protect information during the communication and delivery processes. 
Sun Tzu's principle of Deception is even less applicable than Unpredictability in the current business 
environment. Deception is a rational strategy in one-time transactions like war. However, many 
business transactions are not one · time meetings but part of an on going relationship between 
organisations and its suppliers and employees. Businesses fmd greater success in "win -win" 
transactions rather than "win lose" (sum zero) transactions. The focus of "win-win" activities is the 
continuing nature of business relationships. Deceiving competitors are also at best short term solutions 
to security. 
CONCLUSION 
The value of objective intelligence has been recognised for time immemorial in warfare and in 
business. Back in 500 BC, Sun Tzu knew of the importance of collecting intelligence to lmow one's 
enemy. The same applies in today's corporate world where the importance oflmowing one's operating 
environment and the competition cannot be overstated. Espionage has and still is a method of 
acquiring such intelligence but while security is the converse of espionage, some of the tactics 
espoused by Sun Tzu are less applicable in the current technological environment. 
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Socially responsible i~vesting integrates social a~d environmental values into the invest'!(ent decision-making 
process. It is grounded in the observation that the corporate sector fundamentally influences both communities 
and ecosystems. This paper investigates the mainstream terminology, suggests a shift from socially to morally 
responsible strategies, and describes implications for ecolnvest.org, an economically and legally independent 
environmental Web portal (a working prototype is available at http://www.ecoinvest.org/). Tapping the semantic 
and visual potential of hypertext, this portal intends to establish an interactive platform to meet the specific 
needs of private and institutional investors, mutual fund companies, regulatory authorities, and environmental 
non-profit organizations. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The concept and movement of Socially Responsible Investing was launched in the 1970s and gained 
mainstream access in the 1990s (Brill et al. 1999). At the same time, an array of investment 
opportunities was developed based on Corporate Social Responsibility, which is a rather vague 
concept and not of central interest to modem business ethics (DeGeorge 2001). Many models of 
corporate social responsibility lack empirical and theoretical support - i.e., it is not clear what social 
responsibility means exactly, and no universal standards can be applied that determine if an individual 
or company behaves socially responsible (Zensiek 1979). By contrast, legal and moral responsibilities 
are well-known. Individuals or companies act legally responsible if they adhere to codified law. They 
act morally responsible if they do what morality requires: "Morality is an informal public system 
applying to all rational persons, governing behavior that affects others, and has the lessening of evil 
or harm as its goal" (Gert 2002). Thus De George proposes that corporate social responsibility should 
be replaced by corporate moral responsibility (DeGeorge 2001). Obviously, the concept of social 
responsibility does not explicitly deny that a company has moral and ethical responsibilities. But 
because of the unclear notion towards social responsibility it is often used to diffuse or even hide the 
importance of moral behavior. Moral responsibility, by contrast, has the advantage that a profound 
ethical theory can be applied to judge the moral behavior of both individuals and companies. 
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NORMATIVE ETHICAL THEORY 
The origin of normative ethical theory goes back to ancient Greek philosophy. Classical ethical theory 
is divided into deontological, teleological and virtue ethics. Deontological theory is duty-based and 
has universal maxims; e.g., "Thou shall not lief" (Floridi 1999); whether an action is right or wrong is 
for the most part independent of whether its consequences are good or bad (Brennan 2002). 
Teleological ethics, by contrast, focuses on the results of an action committed by an ethical subject. If 
the outcome of an action is a surplus of benefits over costs teleological ethics, often referred to as 
consequentialism, endorses the goodness of that action (Petrick et al. 2001 ). Virtue ethics focuses on 
the traits (character, motivation and intention) of an ethical subject and investigates the moral reasons 
for acting one way or another. ecofnvest. org is intended to reflect not only the diversity of opinions 
regarding natural ecosystems and their inherent value, but also the diversity of theoretical ethical 
concepts and their application. Normative ethical theory in each of its distinct characteristics has a 
strong impact on the selection process underlying morally responsible investments. Possible options 
range from avoidance screening that exclude certain industries (e.g., armaments, nuclear or tobacco) to 
affirmative screening that does not only elimin~te companies with unacceptable environmental 
standards, but specifically redirects investments into morally responsible activities and technologies. 
These technologies, although often seen as pricey and sumptuary, in many cases pay off well and 
spark further innovation (Porter et al. 2000). 
ENVIRONMENTAL ONLINE COMMUNICATION 
Overview 
Although most business activities produce a wide range of economic, social and environmental 
impacts, most corporations tend to put their emphasis on the demands of their (potential) investors and 
neglect interdisciplinary, ecology-oriented frameworks such as bioeconomics or business ecosystems 
that focus on ethicalissues. Such frameworks concentrate on the complex interactions that occur at the 
interface between organizations, individuals and natural ecosystems (Moharnmadian 2000; Scharl 
2000). Socially responsible investing integrates social and environmental values into the investment 
decision-making process. It is grounded in the observation that the corporate sector fundamentally 
influences both communities and ecosystems. Responsible investors link fmancial and social goals, 
striving to deploy investment capital in a manner that is consistent with the needs of society and the 
natural limits of ecosystems. With the increasing popularity of the field, a new awareness is dawning 
that environmentally sustainable portfolios actually represent better investments from an economic 
point of view as well (Porter and van der Linde 2000). 
Information and its Web-based representation are powerful tools of social and environmental change 
that can increase this awareness, drawing from experiences in development communication, aiult 
education, health, and community development. In many cases, good intentions are never materialized 
due to a lack of information regarding available opportunities. Thus it is one of the responsibilities of 
mass media to translate complex, scientific concepts to the general public (Wilson 2000). Many 
failures to raise awareness are rooted in environmentalists' beliefs that scientific evidence and related 
ecological concerns are convincing on their own - a phenomenon commonly referred to as 
"comprehension gap" (Oepen 2000a). 
Models of Communication 
Broadcast media such as radio or TV and their vertical models of communication face inherent 
limitations for allocating funds or providing a mediated experience of globality. Szerszynski and 
Toogood suggest that the "conventional links between the environment and development as news or 
documentary types might be fruitfully expanded to explore a wider range of content" (Szerszynski et 
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al. 2000: 224). Investment portals such as ecolnvest.org and their horizontal (interactive) models of 
communication support such an expansion by providing investors with a detailed overview of 
available opportunities that is tailored to their unique needs and preferences (e.g., based on 
geographic, demographic or psychographic criteria). As communication and matchmaking platforms, 
they create a trusted environment for selecting and customizing products and services. Although these 
portals have an immediate positive effect on agenda-setting within the target group (i.e., 
environmentally conscious investors), their long-term impacts are hard to evaluate. To a large extent, 
the achievable long-term impacts depend on the quality of the information provided, which can be 
improved by constant progress monitoring and by encouraging participatory peer review among 
network members and external experts (Adhikarya 2000). As an independent Web portal, 
ecolnvest. org intends to address the primary challenges of environmental communication and facilitate 
the moves :from (Oepen 2000b ): one-way to two-way communication, cognitive to experiential 
learning, a product orientation to a process orientation, one-dimensional and linear ecological 
moralization to a discourse on a variety of value judgments from competing economic and ethical 
points ofview. 
The e colnvest.org Platform 
An initial prototype of ecolnvest. org has been implemented by students of the Information Systems 
Department of the Vienna University of Economics and Business Administration under supervision of 
the authors. The initiative is part of an interdisciplinary research network on environmental online 
communication (http://www.ECOresearch.net). The official launch of the portal is scheduled for the 
fourth quarter of 2002, while a working prototype is already available at http://www.ecolnvest.org/ 
(see screenshot of the prototype in Figure 1). 
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ure 1. Screenshot of the ecolnvest.org prototype (in German) 
A competitive analysis revealed strengths and weaknesses of similar projects and provided valuable 
input for the prototype design. For this purpose, the following portal sites have been mirrored and 
investigated: 
• http://www.domini.com/ 
• http://www.ecoreporter.de/ · 
• http:/ /www.environmental-fmance.com/ 
• http:/ /www.environmentalinvestors.com/ 








• http:/ /www.umweltbank.de/ 
Up until now, many fmancial institutions underestimate the usefulness of independent portals in 
customer acquisition, product matching, and selling. In a recent press release, Forrester research 
advises to engage in co-branding, outsourcing, and co-selling partnerships with successful portals 
(Savage 2001). Whenever new trends are evolving, they are accompanied by intense informational and 
educational requirements. Know -how transfer and community-building can be supported effectively 
by conveying the main issues in a user-friendly and easily understandable way. A major component of 
ecolnvest. org is its brokerage platform for educational materials on morally responsible investments 
and related concepts. For this purpose, we are in the process of testing the applicability of the 
Universal Brokerage Platform for Learning Resources (http://www.educanext.orgl) and competing 
products. This project attempts to create and manage an open market of learning resources by 
introducing a platform to manage the pedagogical, administrative and technical characteristics of 
learning resources. The system enables to enrich curricula with remotely sourced material which 
would allow us to outsource peripheral activities like general content production. 
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 
Many organizations that promote sustainable business models are traditionally undercapitalized, 
especially in Eastern Europe or third world countries (DeSimone et al. 1997). The primary goal of this 
research is to promote investments in mutual funds and companies that support morally responsible 
decision-making. The investment portal ecolnvest. org will not only provide financial information, but 
also a platform for formal and non-formal education, training, sensitization, and interactive 
communication that reflects new ethical theories such as environmental ethics or information ethics. 
The three classical theories mentioned in the introduction have a common set of features: they are 
agent-based and anthropocentric. They focus on the agent of an ethical relevant action, who is 
supposed to be a human being. In contrast to these classical theories, environmental ethics and 
information ethics shift the focus towards the object of an ethical relevant. action - e.g., the 
environment or the infosphere, respectively. These new approaches to normative ethical theory are 
ontocentric instead of anthropocentric; i.e., the object has its own intrinsic value. In classical theories 
the object has only an instrumental value and serves only as means to some further ends for the human 
agent (Brennan 2002). Information ethics is a relative new ontocentric theory, which has its ai.gin in 
the field of applied computer ethics (Floridi 1999). It uses the infosphere as the central object of 
ethical relevant actions. Floridi defines the infosphere as the environment constituted by the totality of 
information entities. It includes agents, processes, their properties and mutual relations. Information 
ethics uses changes to the entropy of the infosphere to determine the ethical quality of an action. In our 
research we will investigate whether environmental ethics and Floridi's innovative lut rather abstract 
information ethics approach can be integrated to enrich the field of normative ethical theories, and to 
what extend they provide operational guidelines with regard to the conceptual design of the 
ecolnvest. org portal. 
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This paper focuses on the Internet transactions undertaken by Victorian regional wineries. Wineries report a 
broad use of e-commerce activities associated with sales, ordering, payments and banking. However, even 
though e-commerce is being broadly used, only banking appears to be used at a level that can be considered 
significant. An interesting finding is the use of the Internet as an adjunct to other direct sales avenues allowing 
wineries to maximise taxation rebates. 
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INTRODUCTION 
According to Gebaur and Ginsberg (2001), the wine industry cah be divided into upstream and 
downstream value-chain sectors. Upstream activities include tasks related to the production processes 
involving suppliers, growers and other wineries, whilst downstream activities entail marketing and 
distribution tasks. 
The sale of wine through major retail stores provides one of the greatest distribution channels for 
Australian wine producers with the Coles Myer and Woolworths conglomerates controlling some 923 
outlets (Evans 2002). For a small winery that does not produce the wine volume required to meet the 
broad distribution needs of these major retail chains there is an overwhelming reliance on direct 
consumer marketing and sales (Lockshin 2001). In Victoria, where small, young wineries have not yet 
developed strong brand names, direct sales via the cellar door, mail lists and the Internet provide the 
only viable avenue for distribution and profitability (Goodman 2000). Use of the cellar door to achieve 
direct sales is only a recent practice (Hall et al. 2000) when compared to the traditional use of direct 
mail order catalogues to achieve wine sales to customers. Another recent practice has been the advent 
of Internet technologies such email and the World Wide Web, which has provided wineries a powerful 
avenue for the direct marketing and selling of wine (Alpin 1999; Goodman 1999; Goodman 2001; 
Wenn et al. 2001). 
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Perrin and Lockshin (200 1) have propose a down stream cost distribution model for wineries, with the 
authors suggesting that direct customer sales not only allow wineries to recoup all the intermediary's 
margins but claim a substantial wine equalisation tax (WET) rebate. The WET rebate allows a winery 
to accrue a 29% tax benefit on any direct customer sales- consequently, by keeping cellar door prices 
equivalent to bottle shop prices, winery profit margins can be maximised. Thus, Internet technologies, 
even as a substitution for traditional mailing list distribution, can be cost effective and efficient and 
should be used by proprietors as part of their direct sales strategy (Goodman 2001). 
The wine industry in general, and small wineries in particular, can benefit from the adoption of 
Internet technologies- be it for marketing, communication or for electronic commerce activities 
(Goldman and Armstong 1999; Goodman 2000; Major 2000; Mueller and Stricker 2000). Internet 
based e-commerce can be inadvertently categorised on the basis of the participants involved in the 
electronic transactions- business-to-business (B2B) occurring between business entities, and 
business-to-consumer (B2C) referring to activities conducted directly between the consumer and the 
business (Jewels and Timbrel 2001). Hence, within the wine industry domain, e-commerce conducted 
upstream can be considered to be a B2B activity, whilst downstream, direct customer interaction 
encompasses a B2C sphere. Figure 1 (below) depicts the winery activities associated with B2B and 
B2C e-commerce interlaced with Perrin and Lockshin's cost distribution model. 
METHODOLOGY 
The study was conducted with assistance from the Victorian Wine Industry Association (VWIA). The 
VWIA is an organisation that has close linlcs with the Federal and Victorian Governments and the 
Australian Wine and Brandy Corporation and provided a covering letter for a postal survey sent to 380 
non-subsidiary wineries. Completed questionnaires were obtained from 112 wineries representing a 
30% response rate. Results that relate to Internet transactions are presented in this paper. 
Classification of wineries into business size categories is based on annual grape crush, a method that 
the Australian wine industry uses; a large winery is one crushing more than 1000 tonnes per annum, a 
medium size winery between 250-999 tonnes, and a small or boutique winery less than 249 tonnes a 
year (Goodman 1999; ANZWD 2001). Micro wineries, which are very small businesses, and are based 
on a 'lifestyle' philosophy, crush less than 20 tonnes of grapes per annum (Sellitto and Martin 2001) 
and will be used in this study as well as large, medium and small business sizes. 
RESULTS 
Winery study profiles 
The survey found that 79.5% (n=89) of wineries had adopted the Internet and that some 94.4% of 
wineries are either micro, small or medium sized enterprises (SME's). Adoption categories based on 
winery size are shown in Table 1. 
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Figure 1 Winery down stream distribution cost structure and e-commerce activity. 
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Statistically analysis was performed to show that the survey respondents are representative of 
Victorian wineries on the basis of size and location. Generally, the respondent wineries are relatively 
young, with over 50% having been established in the last ten years. A substantial number (47%) of 
wineries in the State have diversified into wine-tourism enterprises, which may be an adjunct to 
achieving increased income flow. Some 38% are engaged in regularly exporting wine. 
Winery e-commerce activity 
Wineries were asked to indicate 1heir participation in four types of e-cornrnerce transactions- wine 
sales, ordering from suppliers and/or service providers, payment for orders and/or services, and 
Internet banking. A summary of the type of e-cornrnerce transactions undertaken by wineries is shown 
in Table 2. 
Table 2. Wineries and their electronic transaction activities 
Type of electronic transaction Frequency (N) As a percentage of Internet adopting 
activity undertaken by wineries wineries (N=89) 
·Ordered from suppliers 47 52.8% 
Made payments for 43 48.3% products/services 
Engaged in Internet Banking 50 56.2% 
As a percentage of wineries with a web 
site (N=59) 
Offered Web sales 39 66.1% 
An examination of the proportion of wineries engaged in the four electronic transaction areas suggests 
that there is a high level of e-cornrnerce occurring- certainly beyond critical mass. To place the level 
of e-cornrnerce activity into perspective three of the four transaction types are compared to the 
national Yellow Pages® study of business adoption of electronic commerce. This comparison is 
shown in Table 3. 
Table 3. Comparison against the Yellow Pages® 2001 Survey: Wineries and their electronic 
transaction activities 
Internet Survey Results for Percentage of Yellow Pages® Business use of 
Victorian Wineries (October businesses the Internet Survey (July 2001) 
2001) 
Ordered from suppliers 52.8% 36% Placed orders for products and/or 
services Jp. 171 
Made payments for 48.3 31% Pay for products and/or services (p. 
products/services 171 
Offer web sales 66.1% 26% Take orders for products and/or 
services- online sales (p. 17) 
Engaged in Internet Banking 55.6% - * banking figures not covered in 
Yellow Pages® survey 
On comparing the e-cornrnerce activities of wineries in this survey to results of the Yellow Pages® 
study it can be concluded that wineries appear to be engaged in e-coi:nmerce transactions at a greater 
level than their national counterparts. 
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Winery e-commerce activity: Sales on the Web 
The type of electronic transaction activity in Table 2 indicates that 39 (66.1 %) of the 59 wineries with 
a web site made provision for selling wine on their site. This relative high result for wineries making 
provision for wine sales on their Web site, tends to indicate that this may be an integral strategy-
especially considering that Internet wine sales can attract up to a 29% tax rebate when directly sold to 
the public. This result however, gives no indication of the sales volume directly attributable to wine 
being sold via the web site. The survey sought to determine "What proportion of wine web sales were 
representative of a wineries annual sales. The results of wine sales sold online as a proportion of total 
annual wine sales is depicted in Figure 2. 
No Web Sales 





Figure 2. Winery web sales as a percentage of total annual wine sales 
The results show that wineries are achieving a low level of sales from their web sites. A good 
proportion of wineries (15.3%) that have a web site offering customers the opportunities to purchase 
online are not making any wine sales, whilst a substantial number of wineries (48.7%) indicate that 
their online sales are negligible at less than 1%. Consequently, although many wineries are offering 
wine for sale on their web site, the fmdings of this research suggest that a critical mass for sales 
volume does not appear to have been reached at this point in time. This finding tends to contradict the 
suggestion of Alpin (1999), who alluded to wine being one of the product classes best suited to being 
purchased online. This fmding also counters the assertion that Wenn et al. (2001) make in their study 
of Australian wine web sites, that these businesses establish a web site to assist with sales. On the 
other hand these fmdings appear to support Major's (2000) suggestion that wine sales on the Internet 
have limited potential, where he indicated that although food and beverages accounted for a 
substantial proportion of retail trade, this group of products were only traded in minor amounts online. 
Major also suggested that Australian wineries that offer online sales could jeopardise relationships 
with their distributor, retailer and stockist- relationships that may have taken years to establish. 
Goodman (200 1) also alerts to the controversy of wineries selling online. He suggests the issue of 
avoiding distribution channel conflict as being integral to a winery's online selling strategy. 
To gauge if size was an enhancing factor in achieving greater sales the wineries (n=30) selling online 
were grouped into their traditional SME sizes. An analysis of wineries selling online based on their 
size appears in Table 4 
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Winery 
Size 
Table 4. Winery web sales: annual sales and size 
Percentage of wine Web sales as a proportion 
Number of wineries in each business category 
The wineries that are achieving more than 1% of their annual wine web sales are exclusively the micro 
and small winery businesses. Large and medium size wineries are not achieving S.gnificant sales 
online. Further analysis of the micro and small wineries indicates that 6 of the 11 wineries achieving 
greater than 1% of annual sales via the Internet have been online for many years (early adopters), 
which may indicate that they have had a longer period to refme their online strategy to achieve greater 
sales. The wineries achieving the highest sales via the Internet are located in distant Gippsland and 
Central Victoria- which has prompted comment from Mark McKenzie, chief executive of the VWIA: 
'Many wineries that are not in tourism precincts and do not get that important cellar door trade 
are more likely to be using the Internet to achieve critical sales. It appears that the Internet is 
allowing isolated wineries to increase their sales base' (Personal communication with Mark 
McKenzie: 22/3/2002) 
Hence, smaller wineries that may have reduced tourism opportunities and are more dependent on 
providing their own avenues for product distribution appear to be using the web site as an integral tool 
to achieve sales. An important incentive for a small winery is the ability to sell directly via the cellar 
door, mail order or the Internet (Goodman 2000). The direct sales channel allows a winery to claim a 
WET rebate of 29% for the first $300,000 of annual wine sales- which for many micro or small 
wineries may constitute a relatively high proportion of their total annual sales. Moreover, the direct 
sales option for larger wineries does not produce the same fmancial return, as the rebate will affect a 
smaller proportion of their annual wine sales. The use of the web for increasing the total direct sales 
that attracts the WET rebate is confirmed by at least one of the respondents, indicating that: 
"The taxation of wine (WET) as well as the large amount of time needed to run a cellar door 
gave us the incentive to sell as much of our wine as possible via the web" (Winery profile-
Size: Micro; Age: 16-20years; Sales: <$100,000; Location: Gippsland) 
This respondent confirms the attraction of online selling a; a means of maximising the WET rebate. 
There also appears the suggestion that the winery is building a strategy around using the web in order 
to allow the winery to move away from running the labour-intensive cellar door. Consequently, the 
smaller winery with a web site may well be using this channel to supplement its cellar door and direct 
mail wine sales as well as alleviating some of the cost structures associated with running a 7 day a 
week cellar door operation. 
Winery e-commerce activity: Ordering 
Some 52.8% of wineries are engaged in some degree of Internet ordering with suppliers of products or 
services (Table 1 ). However, the intensity of online ordering appears to be occurring at a low 
threshold, with only 3.4% of wineries indicating that they undertook more than 10% of their annual 
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ordering using the Internet. Consequently, although more than half of the wineries that are online are 
engaged in electronic ordering from product or service suppliers, on the basis of this study it is 
occurring at a low level and does not appear to be significant in terms of annual business transactions. 
This fmding of a high number of wineries engaged in web ordering from suppliers at relatively low 
levels may suggest that a suitable business to business facility may not be available to wineries or that 
wineries are not fmding online ordering a desirable business practice. 






Figure 3. Winery ordering as a percentage of total annual orders 
Winery e-commerce activity: Payments 
Only 48.3% of wineries are engaged in online payment for products and services and, as with online 
ordering, online payments also appears to be at a low threshold with only 7.9% of wineries making 
more than 10% of their payments via the Internet (Figure 4). 





>1 0% Payments 
Figure 4. Payments by wineries as a percentage of total annual payments 
This low threshold of electronic payments by wineries may be a result of traditional SME business 
practices associated with cash flow management. Good fmancial management is essential to any 
successful small business and me of the few no-cost credit lines available is that of 30 day credit 
facility available through suppliers (English 2002). This 30 day credit facility can be extended to 
nearly 60 days if wineries order early in the credit cycle (Williams 1994). Hence, a Wilery that 
typically wants to maximise cash flow may not wish to immediately pay for products ordered online-
a process that can implement an immediate debit from the wineries account- but may wish to use the 
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traditional invoice system to attain a 30 day interest-free line of credit. This free credit facility feature 
was a business behaviour that Moussi and Davey (200 1) uncovered as a barrier to B2B e-commerce in 
their study of Victorian manufacturing enterprises. 
Winery e-commerce activity: Online Banking. 
Online banking is being undertaken by 56.2% of wineries (Figure 5), and significantly some 23.6% of 
wineries are performing more than 20% of their annual banking by using the Internet- this high 
annual banking value suggests that electronic banking amongst this group of businesses has surpassed 
a critical mass. Rogers (1995) alludes to the state of critical mass that occurs when some 10-20% of a 
group adopts a new idea or way of doing things; when critical mass for an activity occurs it is most 
likely that the activity will become mainstream. 






Figure 5. Banking by wineries as a percentage of total annual banking activities 
Many Australian banks have been at the leading edge of providing online banlcing services for 
consumers, reflecting potential reductions in transaction costs and bank charges. According to 
Cameron and Joyce (2001) the use of electronic banlcing in Australia by small to medium size 
enterprises has been shown to have important benefits which include saving time, reducing costs, 
increased information on banlcing transactions, being more conve:riient and easier to complete. Thus, 
the use of electronic banlcing potentially allows wineries to improve their time management, saves on 
travel and transaction costs and there is an opportunity to effect better business planning. The rural 
location of wineries is also a factor that needs to be considered. As rural businesses it is likely that the 
winery will be a relatively long distance from the banlc- a form of regional geographical isolation. 
The advent of electronic banking allows fmancial processes to be undertalcen 24 hours a day, 7 days 
per week without having to,physically travel to a banlc building- banlcing is thus utilised as a 
continuous service and the tyranny of distance is overcome (Groves and da Rin 2000). 
CONCLUSION 
This paper has reported on the results of a survey conducted amongst Victorian wineries to determine 
the level of Internet based electronic transactions that they undertake. Four transaction types were 
examined- sales, payments, ordering and banlcing- with only banlcing having reached a significant 
level of use, even though in all four areas wineries had broader participation rates compared to their 
national counterparts. 
Small wineries appear to be achieving a greater percentage of their annual wine sales via their web 
sites than the larger wineries investigated in this study. Moreover, the wineries that are achieving the 
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better online sales are those that adopted Internet technologies early (the early adopters) and it is 
proposed that they have had time and inclination to refme their online strategy. Some evidence 
indicates the wineries that are geographically distant from the greater population areas are achieving 
the best results. 
The WET rebate appears to be a motivational factor for rning the Internet as a substitute distribution 
channel- which clearly is a prime reason why wineries should consider altering their distribution mix 
away from mail lists and the cellar door to the electronic environment. 
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The Protection of Raw Data within Information Databases -
Real or Illusory?. 
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Databases represent a valuable business asset. Industrious collection is often involved in the creation of 
databases. Should a database be protected by intellectual property laws simply because its creation was the 
result of time, money and effort? Is a database 'original' or is it merely a compilation of publicly available 
information? The purpose of this paper is to consider, in the light of a recent Australian Federal Court case, the 
answer to these questions in Australia and elsewhere. 
INTRODUCTION 
Databases provide a wealth of information to business people, professionals, scientists and consumers. 
Databases represent a valuable asset in the digital age. An integral component of many businesses 
consists of the gathering, compilation and dissemination for profit of data or information. Gathering 
and compilation will often involve the expenditure of considerable time, effort and money. 
Is it appropriate for the owner of such a database to be protected against unauthorized copying of the 
facts or raw data contained within the database by competitors? Is the law in Australia or elsewhere 
clear or certain in this area? Have the courts and legislatures of the world spoken with one voice? Is 
reform needed or proposed? 
The purpose of this paper is to consider the issues surrounding the protection of databases and to 
suggest answers to the above mentioned questions. 
AUSTRALIA'S BASIC COPYRIGHT PROVISIONS 
If databases are to be protected within Australia from unauthorized copying by third parties then the 
source of that protection is most lilcely to come from the Copyright Act 1968 (Commonwealth). To 
make some sense of the issues raised by this paper, reference must be made to the key provisions to be 
found within the Copyright act. The main provisions are to be found in sections 10, 14, 31, 32 and 36 
of that Act. Essentially, if one combines these sections they provide that copyright subsists in an 
original literary work and a literary work includes a table or compilation expressed in words, figures 
or symbols (whether or not in visible form). 
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What does it mean when we say that copyright subsists in an original literary work? It means that the 
copyright owner has the exclusive right to reproduce the work in a material form which is any form 
(whether visible or not) of storage from which the work or a substantial part of the work can be 
reproduced. Given that the copyright owner has the exclusive right to reproduce the work, it becomes 
an infringement of copyright if a person, without consent, does any act that is contrary to the exclusive 
rights of the copyright owner. 
THE RELEVANT ARGUMENTS 
A cursory view of the above provisions would easily lead to the view that a compilation of data would 
be the subject of copyright protection and that the owner of the copyrighted data could easily prevent 
the unauthorized copying by third parties of that data or, if copying has already been effected, stop the 
continued use of the copied data and seek compensation for loss suffered. 
Where then is the problem? The problem is to be found in the interpretation of the word 'original'. 
Copyright only subsists in an original literary work. Is a database original? What does the word 
'original' mean? If a database is not original then it is not protected by the laws of copyright. 
Essentially two conflicting arguments are commonly raised as to whether copyright subsists in a 
database compilation. The arguments stem, in part, from conflicting policy considerations. There is an 
ongoing tension between the need to provide incentives to produce potentially useful works and the 
need to encourage free access to information or raw facts. 
ARGUMENT 1 
The fundamental argument in favour of the view that a database is an original compilation is based on 
a notion of 'industrious collection'. Industrious collection refers to the investment of time, labour and 
expense in the gathering and the creation of the compilation. The theory is that the industrious 
collection and arrangement of data and information, even publicly available information, can and does 
satisfY the legal requirement or originality. 
Supporters of Argument 1 would take the view that copyright in a compilation is not limited to the 
selection, arrangement or presentation of data and that the labour and expense involved in collecting 
and compiling the database allows, by itself, copyright to subsist in the compilation as being an 
original literary work. Accordingly, a competitor is not. free to appropriate a compilation as a 
compilation because by doing sb the competitor is, in .effect, appropriating the entire product of 
someone else's labour and expense. 
The essence of Argument 1 has been expressed as follows: 
"A compilation is a work consisting of a collection of materials, and its merit normally resides 
in the painstaking labour which has been expended in assembling the facts (as in the case of a 
directory); or in the sldll, judgment and knowledge involved in selecting those things which are 
to be included (as in the case of an anthology); or both. Consequently the copyright in such a 
work may be infringed by appropriating an undue amount of the material, although the 
language employed be different or the order of the material be altered. Were the law othelWise 
copyrights in compilations would be of little or no value. " (Laddie, Prescott, Vitoria, Speck & 
Lane) 2000 at para 3.88. 
Proponents of Argument 1 would further take the view that to insist on some creativity in the selection 
or arrangement of data is too limited and merely encourages compilers of facts to add elements to a 
compilation of facts not for the benefit of consumers or customers but to satisfY the minimum 
creativity requirement of copyright law. (Ginsburg) 1992 at 347. 
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"effort of authorship can be effectively encouraged and rewarded only by linking the existence 
and extent of protection to the labor of production. To focus on the superficial form of the final 
product to the exclusion of the effort expended in collecting the data presented in the work is to 
ignore the central contribution of the compiler." (Denicola) 1981 at 530. 
"The danger in refusing copyright protection to an industrious compilation is that a potential 
compiler will be deprived of the incentive to undertake work that may prove to be of great 
value. " (Sackville J) 2002 at 136. 
ARGUMENT2 
The essential argument in favour of the view that databases are not original compilations is that they 
are often merely a collection and arrangement, in a very basic format or setting, of publicly available 
information and as such they are not original in any sense of the word. If a competitor takes, without 
permission, the basic data (the raw data) then the competitor would argue that nothing has been taken 
in respect of which copyright subsists. Further; in many cases the information or raw data within the 
database is capable, with work and effort, of independent compilation and, if independently compiled, 
the latter database would essentially be the same as the earlier database and therefore the data is 
incapable of copyright protection. 
What is being argued by the proponents of Argument 2 is that there can be no copyright in available 
information itself and that a compilation of information can only be protected by copyright to the 
extent that it can be shown that some significant or meaningful amount of skill, ingenuity or 
intellectual effort has been exercised in the selection, arrangement or organization of the contents. 
From a social policy perspective it could further be argued that it is undesirable and unacceptable for 
industrious compilations to be granted copyright protection because to do so is effectively conferring 
monopoly rights in relation to facts that should and must be available to all. In answer to this 
argument, the proponents of Argument 1 would no doubt reply by saying that a competitor is free to 
gather facts from whatever source he or she wishes so long as there is no substantial reproduction of 
the compiler's work. The problem with this reply is that in many cases, because of government or 
commercial monopolies, it is impracticable if not impossible for such facts to be gathered or compiled 
other than from the original compiler's work. 
Again from a social policy viewpoint, a strong case can be mounted that if the law is to provide the 
ability to prevent others from appropriating a compilation of facts then the ability of later developers 
to build upon earlier works will be severely limited and such a consequence will inevitably impair 
progress in all aspects of human endeavour including the sciences, technology and the arts. 
"[F} acts do not owe their origin to an act of authorship. The distinction is one between creation 
and discovery: the first person to find and report a particular fact has not created the fact: he 
or she has merely discovered its existence." (O'Connor J) 1991 at 347. 
"[t}o this end, copyright assures authors the right to their original expression, but encourages 
others to build freely upon the ideas and information conveyed by a work." (O'Connor J) 1991 
at 348. 
THE TELSTRA CASES 
The issue of whether the facts or information contained within compilations can be original has 
recently been considered in Australia in two Federal Court decisions known (at frrst instance) as 
Telstra v Desktop Marketing Systems and, on appeal, as Desktop Marketing Systems v Telstra. The 
frrst instance judgement in favour of Telstra was delivered by Finkelstein J in May 2001 and the 
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appeal court decision (again in favour of Telstra) was delivered by Black CJ, Lindgren and Sackville 
JJ in May 2002. For the purposes of this paper, most of the references to the Telstra cases will be 
confmed to the appeal court judgement. 
THE ESSENTIAL FACTS 
The facts of the case are long and detailed and for the purposes of this paper will be outlined in brief 
overview. 
1. Telstra has for many years published each year a White Pages and a Yell ow Pages directory 
for numerous geographic areas. The readers of this paper will be generally aware of the style 
and format of the White Pages and the Yellow Pages. By style and format, what is referred to 
is things such as the information pages, the listings by alphabetical order and address of area 
subscribers and, in the case of the Yellow Pages, listings of businesses grouped under 
headings describing business activity. Telstra also has an online product similar to the Yellow 
Pages and a voice operated Yellow Pages. In the last few years alone Telstra has spent 
hundred of millions of dollars on publishing, printing and distributing the directories. 
2. A Sydney company, not associated with Desktop, sent every Telstra directory to the 
Philippines where a large team manually entered all the names, addresses and phone numbers 
into a computer. Minor changes were made when entering the data. For example abbreviations 
were txpanded, the subscriber's state was included and the data was formatted to enable 
processing. Once processed, the data was provided to Desktop in electronic form. The data did 
not include the information pages, the indexes nor did it include the graphics or 
advertisements from the Telstra directories. 
3. Desktop, with minor validation, loaded the data to its computer system and then made some 
changes including adding things such as appropriate code for business listings, employee and 
fax numbers, longitude and latitude of the subscribers' addresses and Ausdoc DX numbers. 
4. Desktop made some changes to the Yellow Pages headings. Ninety five percent of the 
Desktop headings were identical to Telstra's and 0.36% of the headings were unique to 
Desktop. 
5. Desktop produced a number of CD-rom products storing essentially the White and Yell ow 
Page listing data. Apart from the obvious differences in the form in which the information was 
provided, there were some differences between the Telstra directories and the CD-rom 
products. The CD-rom products stored data on an Australia wide basis, the default mode was 
by postcode number and there was the facility to search in many different ways and to display, 
print or save the results of searches undertaken. 
6. Telstra sued, employing the Copyright law provisions, Desktop and the principle question 
before the Federal Court (Appeal Court) was whether Telstra was entitled to copyright in its 
White and Yellow Pages directories and, if so, whether Desktop had infringed Telstra's 
copyright. 
THE DECISION OF THE FEDERAL COURT (ON APPEAL) 
The court ordered in favour of Telstra, dismissed the appeal by Desktop and ordered Desktop to pay 
the costs of the appeal. The judgements of the Federal Court judges are long and detailed (First 
Instance- 29 Jllges and, on appeal, 143 pages) but for the purposes of this paper, reference will only 
be made to some key statements (particularly (ii) and (iii) below) that it is suggested indicate the 
current legal standing in Australia of copyright protection for da1abases. 
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"(i) A compilation will ordinarily be an original literary work for copyright purposes if the 
compiler has exercised skill, judgment or knowledge in selecting the material for inclusion in the 
compilation or in presenting or arranging the material. 
(ii) A compilation of factual information will ordinarily be an original literary work for copyright 
purposes if the compiler has undertaken substantial labour or incurred substantial expense in collecting 
the information recorded in the compilation. 
(iii) In order for copyright to subsist in a factual compilation, on the basis of the labour or expense 
required to collect the information, the. compiler must show that the labour or expense exceeds a 
minimum threshold. Various formulations have been advanced to describe the threshold requirement 
but it is not necessary to pursue the issue further in this case. In this sense, the question of whether a 
factual compilation is original is a matter of fact and degree ..... . 
(iv) In assessing whether a factual compilation is an original work, the labour or expense required 
to collect the information can be taken into account regardless of whether the labour or expense was 
directly related to the preparation or presentation of the compilation in material form, provided it was 
for the purpose of producing the compilations ..... . 
(v) Copyright in a factual compilation will be infringed only where the alleged infringer takes a 
substantial part of the copyright work. Substantiality is to be determined by reference to the originality 
of that part of the work taken by the alleged infringer ...... " 
(Sackville J) 2002 at 131 
IS THE AUSTRALIAN VIEW A WORLDWIDE VIEW? 
There is no doubt that the decision of the Federal Court does have impact within Australia to 
businesses that exist wholly, or in part, on the collection, storage and distribution of data. The question 
remains as to the extent to which the Australian view is consistent with the thinlcing of the courts and 
the laws in countries with whom Australia and Australia's businesses have significant trading 
connections. 
THE UNITED STATES PERSPECTIVE 
Whilst the judgements of senior international courts are not binding within Australia, they are both 
informative and influential. A relevant business may well find itself in a very different position in the 
United States. In a case called Feist Publications Inc v Rural Telephone Services Co(l991), the United 
States Supreme Court took the view (the key judgement being delivered by O'Connor J) that the 
selection or arrangement of a telephone directory did not satisfy the minimum standards of originality 
for copyright protection in the United States and, perhaps more importantly, raw data or information 
was incapable, as being not original, of copyright protection. 
The Feist case had facts nor entirely dissimilar to the facts in the Telstra case and the issue was 
whether Rural had copyright in its White Pages telephone directory. Rural was a certified public utility 
providing telephone services in Kansas. Pursuant to statute, Rural published an annually updated 
telephone directory including both white pages and yellow pages. The white pages were organised 
alphabetically and listed the name, address and telephone number of every subscriber. Rural acquired 
this information by requiring all people who wished to become a telephone subscriber to provide their 
name and address. Rural distributed its white pages free of charge and earned income by selling 
advertisements in the yellow pages. Feist was also a publisher of telephone directories. One of its 
directories was for an area that included that part of Kansas that was included in Rural's directory. 
Feist did not have access to Rural's subscriber information. It asked for permission to use Rural's 
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listings. When this was refused Feist incorporated the listings in its own directory. Feist took 1309 
names, towns and telephone numbers. 
Under American copyright law, like Australia, there is a requirement for copyright protection that the 
work in question be 'original' and that has been interpreted as requiring a modicum of creativity. Raw 
facts can be freely copied without permission. Four short quotes from the judgement of O'Connor J in 
the US Supreme Court in the Feist case perhaps best summarize the current relevant law on 
compilations in the United States. 
"Original, as the term is used in copyright, means only that the work was independently created 
by the author (as opposed to copied from other works), and that it possesses at least come 
minimal degree of creativity ... To be sure, the requisite level of creativity is extremely low; 
even a slight amount will suffice. The vast majority of works make the grade quite easily, as they 
possess some creative spark, 'no matter how crude, humble or obvious' it might be. " (O'Connor 
J) 1991 at 345. 
"Originality remains the sine qua non of copyright; accordingly, copyright protection may 
extend only to those components of a work that are original to the author . . . Thus, if the 
compilation author clothes facts with an original collocation of words, he or she may be able to 
claim a copyright in this written expression. Others may copy the underlying facts from the 
publication, but not the precise words used to present them." (O'Connor J) 1991 at 348. 
"only the compiler's selection and arrangement may be protected; the raw facts may be copied 
at will." (O'Connor J) 1991 at 351 
" ... Rural simply takes the data provided by its subscribers and lists it alphabetically by 
surname. The end produce is a garden-variety white pages directory, devoid of even the 
slightest trade of creativity. 
Rural's selection of listings could not be more obvious: It publishes the most basic information 
- name, town, and telephone number about each person who applies to it for telephone 
service. This is 'selection' of a sort, but it lacks the modicum of creativity necessary to 
transform mere selection into copyrightable expression." (O'Connor J) 1991 at 362. 
REFORM IN THE UNITED STATES? 
It is perhaps worth noting that a bill was introduced into the US House of Representatives to repeal the 
effect of the decision in the Feist case. If enacted, the Collections of Information Antipiracy Bill will 
protect those who collect, gather and maintain information through the investment of substantial 
resources. Persons who extract or use in commerce a substantial part of such a collection so as to harm 
the collector's actual or potential market for products or services incorporating the information, will be 
held liable for certain remedies. Criminal penalties are contemplated. The bill was introduced in 1998, 
and lapsed when the term of the 1 05th Congress expired. It was reintroduced in the following term and 
again lapsed and has not yet been reintroduced. (Sackville J) 2002 at 137. 
Only time will determine whether there will be any change to the current United States position. 
TELSTRA CASE VIEW OF FEIST 
The decision in the Feist case was largely dismissed in the Telstra case as irrelevant to Australia 
because it reflected considerations · (generally constitutional and statutory language) peculiar to the 
United States. 
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It is suggested that, in Australia, the requirement for originality does not embody the need for there to 
be a 'modicum of creativity' and originality currently embraces a compilation merely because it is the 
product of substantial labour or expense. 
A CANADIAN PERSPECTIVE 
The question whether there can be copyright in a yellow pages directory has also been considered in 
Canada. In Tele-Direct (Publications) Inc v American Business Information Inc (1997), the plaintiff 
did not claim copyright in the selected information (headings, description of the business and name, 
address and telephone number of the subscriber) but in the arrangement of that information and in 
respect of the collection of additional data such as facsimile numbers, trade marks, years in business 
and the like. The Federal Court of Appeal held that copyright did not subsist in the directory because 
the publisher exercised only a minimal degree of skill or judgment in the overall arrangement of the 
publication, which was insufficient to support a chim for originality. The fact that there was 
industrious collection of the information was not regarded as relevant. 
The Court took the view that mere industrious collection was not sufficient to attract copyright 
protection. Short quotes from Decary JA (who delivered the Federal Court of Appeal judgement) 
perhaps best summarize the current relevant law on compilation in Canada. 
" ... the addition of the definition of 'compilation' in so far as it relates to 'a work resulting from 
the selection or arrangement of data' appears to me to have decided the battle which was 
shaping up in Canada between partisans of the 'creativity' doctrine - according to which 
compilations must possess at least some minimal degree of creativity- and the partisans of the 
'industrious collection' or 'sweat of the brow' doctrine- wherein copyright is a reward for the 
hard work that goes into compiling facts." (Decary JA) 1997 at 334. 
"The amendments simply reinforce in clear terms what the state of the law was, or ought to 
have been: the selection or arrangement of data only results in a protected compilation if the 
end result qualifies as an original intellectual creation. " (Decary JA) 1997 at 336. 
The Federal Court in the Telstra case took the view that the Canadian case of Tele -Direct carried the 
discussion of the law in Australia no further than the United States case of Feist. 
AUSTRALIA'S INTERNATIONAL OBLIGATIONS? 
One of the arguments put to the Federal Court by Desktop was that the court should follow the Feist 
reasoning because that decision was consistent with international conventions to which Australia is a 
party. Two conventions that are particularly appropriate in this area are the Berne Convention (The 
Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works 1886) and the TRIPS Agreement 
(The Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights 1994). 
Article 2(5) of the Berne Convention provides: 
"Collections of literary or artistic works such as encyclopaedias and anthologies which, by 
reason of the selection and arrangement of their contents, constitute intellectual creations, shall 
be protected as such, without prejudice to the copyright in each of the works forming part of 
such collections. " 
In the Telstra case, the Federal Court took the view that by granting, using the industrious collection 
concept, copyright protection to the information forming a compilation or database, Australia would 
be exceeding (as opposed to failing to honour) the minimum requirements of international law and 
obligations. 
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"Article 2(5), by definition, does not cover collections of subject matter that are not capable of 
attracting copyright protection, that is, because they are not literary or artistic works in their 
own right. Instances are the names and addresses in a telephone directory ... such collections of 
non-copyright material may involve selection and arrangement in the same degree as are 
required for collections of literary or artistic works, but there is no requirement to protect them 
under Article 2(5). This, then, is a matter for national legislation." (Ricketson) 1987 at 303. 
THE ENGLISH POSITION 
It is suggested that Australia's view is largely consistent with the approach adopted by previous 
English authorities. In fact, the Australian law governing copyright n factual compilations does not 
differ materially from United Kingdom law. Whilst there can be no copyright in a fact, copyright will 
be accorded to a compilation of facts as a reward for the author's investment of time and money, even 
if there be no creativity in the work itself The effect of the English authorities was summarized by 
Finkelstein J in the first instance Telstra case as follows: 
"The author of a book that records facts, whether it be an encyclopedia, a map, a directory or 
some other factual compilation, does not acquire copyright in the facts that have been 
published. So much is trite. But the author may have copyright in the form in which he has 
published the facts. Copyright will subsist if there has been sufficient intellectual effort in the 
selection or arrangement of the facts. It will also subsist if the author has engaged in sufficient 
work or incurred stifficient expense in gathering the facts. The cases have not defined with any 
precision what amount of intellectual effort, labour, etc, is required to justify copyright. In every 
case it must depend largely on the special facts of that case, and must in each case be very 
much a question of degree. What is not clear is whether the intellectual effort, labour, etc, must 
be more than negligible or whether it must be substantial. When copyright does subsist in a 
compilation of facts, any person who wishes to publish the same facts is free to do so. But he 
must collect the facts himself He cannot copy them from the first work. " (Finkelstein J) 2001 at 
para 64. 
RECENT UK DEVELOPMENTS 
It is worth noting that the British parliament, presumably to provide appropriate incentives to 
compilers, has recently established a separate regime (which applies notwithstanding the existence or 
otherwise of copyright protection) for databases including a sui generis property right called a 
'database right'. United Kingdom law now provides, in the database arena, that only intellectual 
creations arising by reason of the selection or arrangement of the contents of the database will receive 
copyright protection. The British position now accords with the European Union's Directive on the 
Legal Protection of Databases 1996. 
REFORM OR CHANGE IN AUSTRALIA? 
In the absence of an alternate ruling from the High Court of Australia, it seems unlikely that there will 
be any change in the direction of the law with respect to the protection of information contained with 
databases in the foreseeable future. There is no apparent legislative imperatives or impetus for change. 
The Report of the Law Reform Committee (the 'Spicer Report') indicated that the law in this area 
should not be changed. 
It could be argued on policy grounds that reform by parliament is necessary and one suggestion that 
carries persuasive elements is the introduction of licensing schemes especially in cases where the 
compiler (by legislation or through market reality or necessity) gathers the information or data as a 
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consequence of 'monopoly' type power. Telstra is or perhaps was, until very recently, an example of 
such a corporation. Rural in the Feist case is another example. 
"There may be powerfitl reasons, in such circumstances, for requiring the owner of copyright in 
the compilation to submit to a compulsory licensing regime. Such schemes are established by 
statute in other areas: see, for example, Copyright Act, s 108, providing that copyright in a 
recording is not infringed by a public performance if equitable remuneration is paid. A 
compulsory licensing regime might appropriately reward the monopolist's labour and expense, 
yet leave room for innovative competitors who cannot gain access to the basic information 
required to establish databases of potential commercial value." (Sackville J) 2002 at p138. 
CONCLUSION 
Compilations undoubtedly create special legal difficulties. In Australia, for better or worse, it now 
seems clear that compilations of factual information such as directories, listings, fixtures and 
catalogues can be the subject of copyright protection. The logic is that the compiler should be 
rewarded for the labour and expense (the so called 'industrious collection') involved in collecting the 
information. The 'originality' in a factual compilation lies in the effort and cost in collecting the raw 
facts or data as distinct from the creative exercise of skill and judgement in the presentation or 
arrangement of the facts or data. 
Copyright will exist provided there is a sufficient amount of labour, capital and skill expended in 
making the compilation. 
"No man is entitled to avail himself of the previous labours of another for the purpose of 
conveying to the public the same information. " (Laddie, Prescott, Vitoria, Speck & Lane) 2000 
at para 3.88. 
There is the real possibility that Australia's highest court (The High Court) may rule on the issues 
raised within this paper. On Wednesday Jun 26, 2002 the West Australian newspaper reported that the 
managing director of Desktop had indicated that Desktop would shortly appeal the Federal Court 
rulings. 
It is to be noted with interest that the courts and legislatures of the world have not spoken with one 
voice. The United States and Canada have adopted a different perspective. 
Finally, it should not, however, be forgotten that, even in Australia, for what it is worth, the law of 
copyright does not give any person an exclusive right to state or describe particular facts - it seems 
that you simply have to collect those facts yourselfl ! 
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The Internet has introduced new, virtual market spaces in addition to the traditional physical tourism market 
spaces (O'Brien 2001). Tourism organizations are moving more and more products and services online. More 
and more customers are getting destination information and booking accommodation by accessing the Internet. 
China, as a developing country, is developing its tourism Ecommerce. This paper presents the current 
development and distribution of online tourism services in China. This paper also proposes two classifications 
and fimction distribution for tourism website development in China. Finally, this paper analyses main barriers 
and challenges to develop online tourism service in China. 
Keywords: Online services, E-commerce, Tourism websites, China 
INTRODUCTION 
The development of electronic commerce (E-commerce) has led to great changes in the way tourists to 
tourism industry over last few years. The Internet has enabled tourism businesses to connect with each 
other in a way that requires rew thinking in every area of commerce (Standing & Vasudavan 2000 b). 
Customers are increasingly using the web to get tourism information and services. Traditionally, 
tourism agencies, including travel (airplane, coach/bus, and train) agencies, recommendation (hotel, 
motel and restaurant) agencies, destination (park, museum, historic spot, scenic spot, and other 
attractions) agencies have acted as intermediaries between tourism suppliers and tourists (customers). 
The Internet brings a whole new set of challenges and opportunities for this business sector (Standing 
& Vasudavan 2000a). Tourism suppliers and tourism agencies have started to offer their products and 
services directly online to customers. Therefore customers can download tourism brochures or maps 
from the web, email questions, search tourism product catalogue, and make online bookings for 
airlines, hotels, restaurants, as well as tickets of parks, celebration activities, museums and concerts. 
Customers also can get external service providers' information through website linl(S, and make 
payment online. Internet based tourism service technology has helped tourism suppliers and agencies 
in reducing costs and attracting customers. 
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Recent research concerning online tourism services has shown an increasing interest in this area. For 
example, Carro and Prentice (1998) proposed a communication concept which is used in the design of 
websites in tourism businesses and presented the development of tourism websites in Scotland. 
Standing and Vasudavan (2000a) explored the levels of web based service planning and strategies 
used by travel agencies. They also analysed the functionality and the types of information provided in 
the websites of travel agencies. Rayman-bacchus and Molina (2001) examined how the public tourist 
information bodies are harnessing the Internet. Burgess, Cooper and Alcock (200 1) presented a result 
of the level of uptake of the web as a marketing tool by businesses in the regional tourism industry 
sector in Australia. Based on an extended model of E-commerce adoption, three stages in developing 
commercial websites: promotion, provision and processing, moving the websites from simple static 
promotion to full fledged E-commerce applications. 
China has developed its online service industry and obtained initial experience in online tourism 
services. As a developing country, China has different E-commerce development environment, 
distribution, evolution, barriers and challenges in tourism E-commerce from developed countries. 
Following the section, this paper introduces the development of online tourism services in China in 
Section 2. It then presents the distribution of tourism websites in Section 3. Section 4 shows the 
classification, function performances and an evolution model for tourism website development in 
China. Main barriers and challenges to ·.develop online tourism services in China are discussed in 
Section 5. 
DEVELOPMENT OF ONLINE TOURISM SERVICES IN CHINA 
Current development state of online tourism services 
Website development in China has increased to point where hundreds of companies are creating new 
web pages and thousands of people are being new web users daily. In 2001, more than 12,450,000 
computers were connected with Internet in China, about 2,340,000 of them were using LAN and 
10,2000,000 using dialup ISP. There have been 33,700,000 Internet users at the end of 2001, about 
6,720,000 of them mainly using broad band, 21,330,000 using dial up, 5,650,000 using both 
technologies, and about 1,180,000 using other information connection (CNNIC 2001). From 1997 to 
2000, the number of Internet users is doubling every six months, and China still keeps an increasing 
20%-30% since 2000 every six month. 
Tourism is becoming an important industry sector in China. Online tourism service has been provided 
by more and more tourism business since 1997. A strong feeling of tourism organizations is they 
cannot be perceived as market leaders if they do not have a web presence. Online tourism services are 
attracting customers to access tourism websites and guiding them to arrange tourism activities. As the 
results reported in CNNIC (200 1 ), about 12.5% of Internet users set one of main purposes to access to 
Internet is to get tourism (including travelling) related information. Tourism organizations are malcing 
effort to engage customers' requirements in tourism website development activities. 
In order to enhance China's participation in global tourism marketplace, the China government has 
developed some strategies to encourage tourism businesses to move services online. Particularly, 
China government proposed 'Golden Travel Program' in 2001. The main aim of the program is to 
develop Internet based tourism services and markets. It is as a part of China E-cornmerce 
development. The China government plans to have B2C's revenue 80 billion RMB (10 billion US$) in 
2005, increase rate is 200%, and B2B's revenue 800 billion RMB (100 billion US$), increase rate is 
50%. 
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Features of tourism website development 
The government tourism administrative departments in China play an important role in tourism policy 
making, tourism spot development, tourism related transport construction, and large tourism 
companies' management. There are three tiers of government tourism departments in China, depending 
on their geographical scope: a national tourism department, province tourism developments and local 
(regional) tourism offices, or visitor bureaus. These government agencies are mostly designed as 
public non-profit tourism service and management organizations funded to market the destination via 
the development of tourism marketing strategies, with the cooperation of tourism companies. The 
three levels of tourism departments provide and maintain different levels of high quality destinations' 
facilities and information to associate tourists and travel agents to participate in tourism market. 
Traditionally, a typical tourism value chain consists of four stages (components): tourism supplier, 
tour operator, travel agent and customer, and they are in a single linlc chain (Kaukal 2000). China 
tourism industry is new industry comparing with developed counties and thus these stages are in a 
multiple-linlc value chain. The first stage is the supplier (tourism company), such as the company of 
flights, accommodations, scenic spots, caterings, and entertainments in China. Customers often contact 
suppliers and make a payment directly to them. At an intermediate level, the tour operators perform 
integration tasks. They are responsible for aggregating a number of components and offer these as 
packaged services. Many tourism services are composed of various components that originate from 
different suppliers. For example, a school camp may integrate services of a motel, a swimming pool, 
shuttle buses and cinema tickets. The package is aggregated through a tour operator. This stage is very 
weak in China. Customers in China often have to directly contact suppliers and make a 'package' by 
themselves. The tourism agencies mainly act as retailers and are the intermediaries between the tour 
operators and the potential customers. The travel agencies collect different packages and are 
responsible for informing the potential customers and for the booking services. The stage is weak in 
China too. · 
In an Internet age, this value chain is a multiple linlc chain in both developed and developing countries. 
Since Internet is providing a communication platform between suppliers and consumers, tourism E-
commerce facilities suppliers interacting directly with tourists, makes customers easier to create 
package through linking with several companies' websites, and particularly supports the information 
integration between tourism organizations through B-to-B E-commerce. In such situation, some 
functions provided by tour operators and travel agents in a traditional way can be completed by two 
end stages: suppliers and customers. As a developing country where the two intermediate stages of the 
value chain are very weak, it is an opportunity for China to catch up with developed counties in 
tourism services through taking full advantages of Internet. 
Three stages of tourism website development 
The development of tourism websites in China has experienced three stages (Table 1 ). With the 
appearance of E-commerce, the first tourism website (www.ctn.com.cn) was born in 1996. In the 
stage, websites were designed very simple, only providing very limited tourism information. Since 
1997, more and more tourism organizations invested in website development and provided various 
online tourism services. Some tourism websites have been improved to be very professional and 
effective to use. More recently, through re-constructing tourism website types and re-engineering 
tourism companies, more comprehensive nationaVcity-level tourism websites have been built to meet 
the requirement of global competition. Table 1 shows the three main development stages of tourism 
websites in China. 
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Table 1. Three main stages of tourism website development in China 
Stage Year Features Representative websites 
First online tourism website appearing; HuaXia tourism website 
Very simple web pages; (www.ctn.com.cn) & 
1 1996-1997 China tourism information web Very few tourism web users; (chinholiday.com) 
Very low connection speed 
More tourism organizations move their services Online youth-travel 
online; (cytsonline.com) 
All provinces built their tourism webs ites Hebei tourism windows 
2 1997-2000 Combine online tourism services and physical (hebeiwindows.com) tourism services; 
Commercial tourism websites have got obvious 
benefits; 
A large number of tourism web users 
Re-constructing online tourism service types and National-level tourism E-
re-engineering tourism websites; commerce websites 
3 2000-now Financial organizations have been involved in the (chinaE-net.com) 
tourism web construction; 
Provide comprehensive online tourism services 
DISTRIBUTION OF TOURISM WEBSITES IN CHINA 
Data collection 
The results shown in this study are based on an online search for tourism websites that have a register 
name with the word 'tourism' (by Chinese character "Lv You"), such as 'Tangshan Tourism' and 
'Hebei Tourism Windows'. Totally 2,710 websites were collected with the word from those listed in 
the Yahoo. A systematic strategy then was used to remove all websites which are not relevant with 
decision and behaviors of tourists, such as 'Tourism shoes factory'. Finally, 912 tourism website were 
identified for the study. As the number of tourism websites was increasing rapidly, the online search 
process was occurred in one -day, on 3 November 2001. However, some tourism websites don't 
contain the word 'tourism' on their register name, such as 'Chengde hnperial Place', therefore some 
tourism websites may be missed. From the 912 websites identified, relevant data including website 
owner, web information content, online service type, service target and web functions were collected 
for the study during 4th to 24th November 2001. 
Distribution of tourism website construction 
According to the location of suppliers, Figure 1 shows the distribution of tourism websites in 31 
provinces of China. Almost these websites are built by local scenic spots and relevant service 
companies. It can be found that tourism websites have been distributed in all 31 provinces of China 
(Taiwan and Hong Kong are not included for this study). The diffusion of tourism information has 
played an important role in transforming neutral resources advantages to marketing advantages. This 
study also explored the relationship between the development of regional economic and construction 
of tourism websites. The level of regional economic development has a significant impacting on the 
construction of local websites. From the 912 selected websites, 67% of them are distributed in south-
eastern coastal provinces as these regions have a rapidly economic development advantage. There are 
five coast provinces (Beijing, Shanghai, Shandong, Guangdong, and Zhejiang) in the top six provinces 
that have more than 50 tourism websites. 
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Figure I. Distribution of tourism websites in 31 provinces of China 
The distribution of tourism website users also reflects the level of local economic development, as the 
number of website users is significant relevant to the level of development of local tourism industry. 
Figure 2 shows the relationships between the four factors: regional distribution of users, average 
consumption level, tourism income/GDP and regional distribution of tourism websites. The result 
shows that the four factors are very relevant. The related coefficient between the distribution of users 
and tourism income is 0.88695, between the distribution of users and average consumption level is 
0.89156, and between the distribution of tourism websites and tourism income is 0.94705. 
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Figure 2. The relationships between regional distribution of web users, average consumption level, 
tourism income/GDP and regional distribution of tourism websites 
Figure 3 shows the number of visitors (tourists) in each province in 2001-2002 (CNNIC 2001). There 
is not a significant correlation between the number ofwebsites and number of real visitors (tourists) in 
each province. It is obviously the number of tourists is dependent on several aspects such as the 
reputation of landscapes, transport and real services. The construction of websites, as a promoting 
way, only partially contributes the tourism industry. 











Figure 3. Distribution of tourists in 31 provinces in China (unit: 10, 000) 
CLASSIFICATION, FUNCTIONALITY AND EVOLUTION OF ONLINE TOURISM 
SERVICES IN CHINA 
Classification of tourism websites 
Two classifications were used in the study for clarifYing the 912 tourism websites. Classification 1 is 
according to the types of website owner. Totally six types were identified under the classification: 
government administrative department, tourism agents, recommendations, tourism destinations, 
personal, and IT network company. It can be found from Table 2 that 64.58% of tourism websites are 
built by tourism destination organizations, 9.87% of are built by government departments, and 8.55% 
of are built by tourism agents. Obviously, the majority of tourism website owners are tourism 
destination organizations. These websites focus on specific tourism destinations: parks, palaces or 
museums, such as 'ChengDe Imperial Palace Tourism' and 'ZhangJiaKo Tourism Resource Web'. 
The second classification divides the 912 websites into four groups by the type of online service 
offered. About 53.83% of the websites are regional comprehensive websites which offer a wide range 
of region-based online services, 26.42% of provide intermediary online service and 10.37% of provide 
single-types service such as transport service. These regional tourism comprehensive websites provide 
an outline of local (usually a city) tourism resources including various information ahd services about 
destinations, transport, culture, and recommendations in the area. An example of such websites is 
'Tianguishan Tourism'. Tianguishan is a tourism destination. Tianguishan Tourism is the website 
register name of Tianguishan Tourism Company. The website provides a wide range of information 
and services relevant Tianguishan to different 1ypes of tourists, including where is Tianguishan, how 
to go to Tianguishan, what special are in Tianguishan, and why the place is so popular. 
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Table 2. Classifications for tourism websites in China 
Classification Category % 
Government administrate department 9.87 
By type of website owner Tourism agent 8.55 
Recommendation 16.56 
Tourism destination 64.58 
Personal 0.33 
IT network company 0.11 
Single-type online service 10.37 
By type of online service Intermediary online service 26.42 
Regional comprehensive online service 53.83 
Others 9.38 
Functions oftourism websites 
Previous studies have discussed various functions and identified different levels of online tourism 
services (Lu 2001; Rita 2000a, b). This study particularly identified online tourism services into seven 
functions (features): general tourism information publicity (function 1); advertising tourism 
products/services (function 2); advertising tourism products/service with prices (function 3); allowing 
email enquiry (function 4); allowing online products/services booking (function 5); on-line payment 
(function 6); and user registration with ID (function 7). Each website may offer one or more above 
functions. Table 3 shows the distribution of the seven functions in the 912 websites. 
The frrst category is about providing basic web presence and supporting information, including 
information of landscape, tourism news, online sharing tourism experience, language translation, maps 
and relevant tourism research. There are 578 websites (64.34%) present landscape information, 15% 
of provide tourism news, and only 4% of provide brochure, map and other associate tourism 
information. 
The second category is about advertising company's products or services without prices. About 10% of 
websites offer special local products and souvenir information. 
The third category is similar to the second one, but it more convenient potential customers to buy 
products and services by providing price details. There are 32.56% of websites provide local transport 
time tables with prices, 34% of for hotel price, and 23.68% of for tourism package price. However, for 
some businesses, it is difficult to present product/service prices on the web, for example guide and 
language translator. 
There are more than 41% of organizations provide email addresses to allow customers to make 
enquiries about products and services online. 
There are 25% of the websites offering online booking function, but only 1.2% of them accepting 
online payment. This means that companies allow mstomers to make a booking by email but the 
payment is still carried out by conventional methods. We believe that this is due to credit cards are not 
popular in China. 
On a high level of online service development, many tourism companies (34%) are using Internet to 
build customer relationships by having customer register directly, and then getting information from 
customers to create customer profiles that can be used in new tourism product development. They 
have started to build information partnerships to make cooperation between tourism companies and 
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tourism agents to provide better service to customers. Particularly, in order to improve online service 
quality, some companies are creating a specialized information provision according to the profile of 
the users. 
Table 3. Function distribution in tourism websites in China 
Main functions Sub factors Factors No. of % 
website 
General Publicity: providing basic Presentation Information of landscape 587 64.34 
Web presence, interaction and 
Tourism news 139 15.24 supporting information 
Policies 74 8.11 
Tourism notice 94 10.31 
Special local products & 96 10.52 
souvenir 
Market information 54 5.92 
Number of visitors 156 17.10 
Interaction · Visitor's book 156 17.11 
Language translation 97 10.63 
Supporting Online query 238 26.09 
Online survey 110 12.06 
Building friendship 315 34.54 
Finding missing people 8 0.88 
Maps 39 4.27 
Tourism research 77 8.44 
Advertising Product/Services: Tourism activity price 40 4.38 
publishing the company's products or 
Personal tourism articles 127 13.92 services without prices 
Tourism line 221 24.23 
Advertising Product/service with Price Transport price 297 32.56 
Information: providing price 
Hotel price 309 33.88 information 
Tourism package price 216 23.68 
Tourism activity price 64 7.02 
Souvenir price 58 6.36 
Entrance ticket price 106 11.62 
Email Enquiry: providing email Providing contact email 378 41.44 
addresses to allow customers to 
Information feedback make enquiries about the web page, 259 28.39 
products, services, and so on. Online exchanging experience 165 18.09 
Online complain 81 8.88 
Online forum 36 3.94 
Email Booking: allow customers to Online ordering/booking 233 25.54 
make online bookings but the Online shopping 79 8.66 payment is still carried out using 
conventional method 
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On-line Payment: providing online Online ordering/booking & payment 11 1.21 
shopping (selling) with credit card Online shopping 8 0.88 
Registration with 10: provide their Member application 317 34.76 
customers with an account identity 
Website Registration 21 2.30 number for direct purchase 
Others Call for advertisement 37 4.05 
Tourism guide services 74 8.11 
Investment services 18 1.97 
Online vacancy advertisement 35 3.83 
Others 4 0.44 
MAIN BARRIERS TO ONLINE TOURISM SERVICES IN CHINA 
Based on Flynn & Purchase (200 1 )' classification, this research investigates the main barriers to the 
adoption of web technology in tourism industry in three aspects: technical, fmancial and 
organizational. 
One of the main technical barriers in China is low Internet access speed. Internet users have listed 
'speed is too low' as the most unsatisfied aspect for Internet applications. Currently, about 50% of 
Internet users use dial up access to the Internet with 33.6k modems in China. This is a main reason to 
result in a low access speed. Another technique barrier is the lack of E-commerce application 
development technology. Many tourism companies have a lack of in-house expertise and experience, 
particularly in security and reliability of transactions. Another survey (Lu 2002) shows that security is 
one of main barriers for users to accept online services. 
Financial barriers involve the investment for the development and maintenance of an online tourism 
application. The investment includes web development costs, operating costs, staff training costs, and 
web maintenance cost. The cost of training/educating and switching a manual system to an online 
system blocked many small tourism companies. Researchers have indicated that training and 
education are important issues for electronic market (Flynn & Purchase 2001), however, travel 
agencies had not to prepare to invest in this area. In China many tourism agencies are very concerned 
about cost issues and feel that they lack expertise to make judgements. 
The organisational and behavioral barriers involve three aspects: organization, staff and user. On the 
organization side, many website suppliers have a lack of planning for E-marketing development, 
cooperative with business partners and changing traditional organisational culture towards the 
requirements of online services. For the company staff, moving services online will result in the 
changes of staff in working habits and they are required to take additional training. For the customers, 
to receive online service will involve new knowledge, skills and may change their life style. 
Untrustworthy is one of main barrier for customers to accept online services. 
Online tourism service has been devebped in China for several years. However, the levels of online 
tourism services in many aspects need to be improved. Tourism websites should provide more 
valuable, effective and trustable online services to tourists. As reported in another paper, this study has 
compared the functions and customer satisfaction between tourism online services in China and 
Australia. 
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